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Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) are considered as the next-generation solar cells 
technology because of the low fabrication cost and decent power conversion efficiency. 
An electrolyte is placed between the anode and cathode for a DSC. Organic solvents 
with low viscosity and high dielectric constant are conventionally used as the 
electrolyte solvent for dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs). However, they are highly 
volatile and impair the photovoltaic stability of the solar cells. This deteriorates  the 
devices over time and hinders their practical application. In this work, four novel 
approaches are developed to address the issue of poor device stability by replacing the 
highly volatile organic solvents with low-volatile ionic liquids and gels.  
Although room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) have low volatility, DSCs using 
RTILs as the electrolyte do not have high photovoltaic efficiency mainly due to the 
high viscosity of RTILs. The high viscosity slows down the ion transfer through the 
electrolyte. The high viscosity of RTILs arises from the strong interaction between the 
cations and anions. The first approach of my Ph.D. research is to utilize acid-
functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes (oMWCNTs) to weaken the ionic 
interactions in 1-methyl-3-propylimiazolium iodide (PMII) through the formation of 
hydrogen bonds with the PMI+ cations. The addition of oMWCNTs remarkably 
reduces the viscosity of PMII, which improves the photovoltaic efficiency of the DSCs. 
The power conversion efficiency (PCE) of DSCs increased from 3.99% to 4.39%. This 
was attributed to the increase in short-circuit current density (JSC) when the viscosity 
of PMII was reduced. The photovoltaic stability of the DSCs was not affected by the 
presence of oMWCNTs because oMWCNTs are stable materials. 
 Although RTILs are stable, they give rise to low photovoltaic performance for DSCs 
even after their viscosity is reduced through the addition of oMWCNTs. In order to 
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obtain DSCs with good stability and high photovoltaic efficiency, gel electrolytes are 
deemed as more promising alternatives to RTILs for highly stable and efficient DSCs. 
Usually, only one material is used as the gelator in a gel. However, if the gelation of 
the organic solvent or RTILs can be achieved with two gelators, the loading required 
for one gelator can be greatly reduced, and new functions can be introduced by the 
second gelator. In the second approach, ethylcellulose (EC) and oMWCNTs were used 
to gel a co-solvent of acetonitrile (ACN) and 3-methoxyproponitrile (MPN). Without 
the incorporation of oMWCNTs, an EC loading of more than 12 wt% was required to 
gel the co-solvent. The EC loading reduced drastically to 4 wt% after the addition of 
1.5 wt% oMWCNTs. When the gels were used in DSCs, an improvement in the PCE 
from 6.71% to 6.97% was observed when oMWCNTs and EC were used as the co-
gelators.  
In the third approach, two-dimensional graphene oxide (GO) sheets were employed 
as a novel gelator to gel MPN. The gelation of MPN occurred when the GO loading 
was more than 2.5 wt%. GO sheets form the three-dimensional solid gel networks, and 
they immobilize the MPN solvent. The gel mechanism is related to the strong 
interactions between the carboxylic and hydroxyl functional groups of the GO sheets 
and  the polar MPN solvent molecules. DSCs using this gel electrolyte had an optimal 
PCE of 6.70%, only slightly lower than that (7.18%) of the controlled liquid device.  
In order to further improve the performance of DSCs using GO-MPN gel electrolytes, 
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were used as the extended electron transfer materials 
(EETMs) for the GO-MPN electrolyte in the fourth approach. Multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNTs) were incorporated into the electrolyte. The MWCNTs reduce 
the ionic diffusion length of the redox species and catalyze the electrochemical 
reduction of I3- in the electrolyte. This could enhance both the VOC and JSC. The PCE of 
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the devices increased from 6.52% to 7.12% when MWCNTs were used as EETMs in 
the electrolyte.  
The DSCs using RTILs and gel electrolytes developed in this work have much better 
photovoltaic stability than the liquid cells. Apart from DSCs, these novel electrolytes 
can also be used for the development of other electrochemical devices with good 
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of 2.5 wt% GO-MPN mixture, before and after treatment with 0.2 M I2 and 0.6 M 
PMII. 
  
Fig. 5.6. SEM images of GO samples ultrasonicated for (a) 0 min, (b) 1 min, (c) 10 
min and (d) 20 min in deionized water. 
 
Fig. 5.7. Temperature dependences of ionic conductivities of (a) GO-MPN gels with 
various concentration of GO and (b) 2.5 wt% GO-MPN gels with GO ultrasonicated 
from 0 to 20 min. 
 
Fig. 5.8. CVs of GO-MPN gel electrolytes. The 2.5 wt% GO-MPN gels were prepared 
by mechanically grinding GO in MPN and ultrasonicated from 0 to 20 min. 0.2 M I2, 
0.6 M PMII, 0.1 M guanidinium thiocynate and 0.5 M 4-tertbutylpyridine were then 
added into the gels to form the gel electrolytes.  
 
Fig. 5.9.  J- V curves of (a) DSCs with different GO loadings (without ultrasonication) 
and (b) DSCs with 2.5 wt% GO-MPN gels, where the GO sheets were ultrasonicated 
from 0 to 20 min. The J-V curve of the control device with the MPN electrolyte was 
also shown in (b). 
 
Fig. 5.10. Nyquist plots of 2.5 wt% GO-MPN gel electrolytes. The gels were prepared 
by mechanical grinding (a) without ultrasonication and (b) then ultrasonicated for 1 
min. 
 
Fig. 5.11. Ageing tests of DSCs with GO-MPN gel electrolyte over a period of 31 days. 
The cells were kept in the dark, at room temperature, when not tested. 
 
Fig. 6.1. Variation of the storage (G’) and loss (G”) moduli of a 2.5 wt% GO-MPN 
and 0.25wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN mixtures with angular frequency, at 
applied strain of 1%. 
 
Fig. 6.2. SEM images of (a) 2.5 wt% GO-MPN xerogel and 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 
wt% GO/MPN xerogels. The MWCNTs were ultrasonicated for (b) 0 min, (c) 20 mins 
and (d) 60 mins. 
 




Fig. 6.4. Dependence of room temperature ionic conductivity (a) 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-
2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel elevtrolytes on the ultrasonication time of the MWCNTs and (b) 
MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes on the amount of MWCNTs 
(ultrasonicated for 20 mins).  
 
Fig. 6.5.  Temperature dependence of ionic conductivities (a) 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 
wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes, where the MWCNTs were ultrasonicated from 0 to 60 
mins and (b) MWCNTs- 2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes, where different amount of 
MWCNTs (ultrasonicated for 20 mins) were incorporated. 0.2 M I2, 0.6 M PMII, 0.1 
M guanidinium thiocynate and 0.5 M 4-tertbutylpyridine were added into the gels to 
form the gel electrolytes. 
 
Fig. 6.6. Dependence of activation energy for ionic diffusion of (a) 0.25 wt% 
MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes on the ultrasonication  time of the 
MWCNTs and (b) MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes on the loading of 
MWCNTs (ultrasonicated for 20 mins). 
 
Fig. 6.7. Steady state cyclic voltammetry of (a) 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% 
GO/MPN gel electrolytes, where the MWCNTs were ultrasonicated from 0 to 60 mins 
and (b) MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes, where different amount of 
MWCNTs (ultrasonicated for 20 mins) were incorporated. 0.2 M I2, 0.6 M PMII, 0.1 
M guanidinium thiocynate and 0.5 M 4-tertbutylpyridine were added into the gels to 
form the gel electrolytes. 
 
Fig. 6.8. Dependence of the I3- diffusion coefficient of the (a) 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 
wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes on the ultrasonication time of the MWCNTs and (b) 
MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes on the loading of MWCNTs 
(ultrasonicated for 20 mins). 
 
Fig. 6.9. J-V curves of DSCs using 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel 
electrolytes. The MWCNTs were ultrasonicated from 0 to 60 mins. 
 
Fig. 6.10. J-V curves of DSCs using MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes. 
The MWCNTs loading was varied from 0 to 0.5 wt% and they were ultrasonicated for 
20 mins. 
 
Fig. 6.11. Nyquist plots of DSCs using 2.5 wt% GO/MPN and  0.25 wt% MWCNTs-





Fig. 6.12. Ageing test of DSCs using 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel and 
MPN liquid electrolytes, over a period of 30 days. The MWCNTs were ultrasonicated 
for 20 mins. The cells were kept in the dark, at room temperature, when not tested. 
 
Fig. 7.1. Schematic diagram of alkylimidazolium polymerization (Diagram is adapted 
from reference 162). 
 
Fig. 7.2. Reaction of DBUA with SO2 (Diagram is adapted from reference 169).  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1. Development of Solar Cells 
The continual rise in the world’s population and the advancement in technologies 
have put a strenuous burden on the world’s energy demand. This situation is further 
aggravated by a rapid depletion of the fossil fuels and the environmental issues linked 
to fossil fuels, such as global warming. Thus, it is critical to search for alternative 
green energy sources to replace fossil fuels. These include solar energy, geothermal 
energy, hydro-power, wind energy, bio-energy and nuclear energy. The total solar 
energy absorbed by the earth is approximately 3,850,000 exajoules (1018 joules) per 
year. This is far greater than the total energy consumption of 474 exajoules by the 
world in 2008.1 It is postulated that the world’s energy demand will be met by filling 
one percent of the Sahara desert with solar panels. In addition, the use of solar energy 
does not produce harmful by-products such as green house gases. Therefore, solar 
energy is deemed as a promising clean energy source, which in principle can power the 
whole world. One way to utilize solar energy is the conversion of photons to electricity. 
This is known as the photovoltaic effect. The first photovoltaic device (solar cell) was 
discovered by Becquerel.2 This device was made up of a platinum electrode, coated 
with silver chloride, dipped into an electrolyte solution. 
 
1.1.1. First Generation Solar Cells 
In the 1900s, an astounding breakthrough was made with the development of 
semiconductor-junction photovoltaic devices. The first-generation solar cells are 




Fig. 1.1. A p-n junction in semiconductor photovoltaic device (Diagram is adapted 
from ref. 173). 
 
Light absorption by this device causes the excitation of electrons from the valence 
band to the conduction band of the semiconductor. This results in the production of 
electron-hole pairs. The p-n junction generates a built-in electric field across the 
interface, which separates the electron-hole pairs. Subsequently, the electrons migrate 
across an external load, producing a current and voltage.3,4 Semiconductors such as 
single crystalline silicon, gallium arsenide, copper sulfide, cadmium telluride and 
copper indium gallium selenide are promising materials for application in photovoltaic 
devices. First generation photovoltaic device using GaAs had a record efficiency of 
29.1%, certified by National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).5  
 
1.1.2. Second Generation Solar Cells 
One major disadvantage of the first-generation solar cells is that the fabrication 
processes require sophisticated technologies due to their inability to tolerate impurities. 
Hence, coupled with the high material cost, the cost of power production is exorbitant  
for the first generation solar cells. This propels the invention of the second-generation 
solar cells, also known as thin-film solar cells. Thin-film solar cell comprises of an 
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amorphous layer (undoped intrinsic silicon, Cu2S or GaAs) sandwiched between an n-
type and a p-type semiconductor, forming a p-i-n diode6-8 as illustrated in Fig. 1.2.  
 
 
Fig. 1.2. Device architecture of a thin-film solar cell (Diagram is adapted from ref. 
174).  
 
These solar cells do not require the use of single crystal silicon and the fabrication of 
these devices requires less material, as compared to the first-generation solar cells. 
This reduces the production cost.9 Furthermore, by decreasing the thickness of the cell, 
the open-circuit voltage of the device can be improved. This is because the saturation 
current is reduced when the geometry factor decreases. Although the stability of thin-
film solar cells is poor, this problem can be overcome by a multijunction of two or 
more solar cells connected in series. The complex architecture of the multijunction 
solar cells will in turn raise the production cost. The record photovoltaic efficiency for 
the thin film technology and multijunction solar cell were held at 25% and 44%, by 
Panasonic and Solar Junction, respectively.5  
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1.1.3. Third Generation Solar Cells 
The third-generation solar cells have recently attracted significant scientific attention. 
These include the dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) and the organic photovoltaic cells 
(OPVs).10,11 The fabrication of these solar cells does not require any sophisticated 
techniques and stringent environment. Therefore, together with the low material cost, 
DSCs and OPVs are deemed as cheap alternatives to the first-generation and the 
second-generation solar cells. However, the performance and stability of DSCs and 
OPVs are poor, compared to the first-generation and second-generation solar cells. 
 
1.2. Dye-sensitized Solar Cells 
Sensitization of wide band gap materials had its history dated back to the early 19th 
century where Moser observed that the photoelectric effect on silver plate could be 
amplified in the presence of erythrosine dye. Pioneer works in this field were carried 
out using single crystal semiconductor electrodes immersed in dye solution in the 
1960s. Theoretical and empirical studies illustrated that only molecules attached 
directly onto the electrode surface resulted in photovoltaic effects. These photovoltaic 
devices gave discouraging low power conversion efficiency (PCE) of less than 0.5% 
and exhibited poor photovoltaic stability.13 The major breakthrough of dye-sensitized 
photovoltaic devices was brought about by Grätzel and Oregan in 1991. They replaced 
the bulk semiconductor layer by a mesoporous, interpenetrating semiconductor layer. 
This increased the surface area of the semiconductor layer, leading to a significant 
increase in the dye loading. In addition, they also developed a stable metal-organic 
sensitizer, having attachment groups, which formed chemical bonds with the surface of 
the semiconductor. This caused a drastic improvement in the charge injection 
efficiency.11 A decent PCE of 7.12% was achieved for this device, under AM1.5G 
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illumination. The low fabrication cost and high light-to-electricity conversion 
efficiency of DSCs have rendered them promising to replace the conventional silicon 
solar cells. A PCE of over 12% was recently achieved.14 
 
 
Fig. 1.3. Schematic diagram of the working principle of DSCs. 
 
Fig. 1.3 shows the working principle of DSCs. A DSC is a photoelectrochemical 
system, which comprised of a mesoporous wide band gap semiconductor as the work 
electrode, a redox couple as the electrolyte and a counter electrode. The surface of the 
mesoporous electrode is chemically bonded to a mono-layer of sensitizer. The light-to-
electricity conversion includes five steps. (1) Light absorption and exciton formation.  
Photo-excitation of the sensitizer causes the transition of electrons from the highest 
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
(LUMO) of the sensitizer. (2) Electron transfer from the sensitizer to the work 
electrode.  The excited electrons are subsequently injected into the conduction band of 
the wide band gap semiconductor. The duration of charge injection is resolved into the 
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femotoseconds time scale, while the back reaction of the electrons with the oxidized 
ruthenium dye complex occurs at a rate 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than the 
injection rate.15 (3) Sensitizer regeneration. The sensitizer is subsequently regenerated 
by the donation of electrons from the electrolyte. (4) Electron transport across the work 
electrode. The electron is transported across the mesoporous oxide film via the 
hopping mechanism or/and the trapping-detrapping mechanism,176 to the transparent 
conducting oxide (TCO). (5) Electrolyte regeneration. The original state of the 
electrolyte is restored when the electron migrates through the external circuit to the 
counter electrode. The overall incident photon to electricity conversion efficiency (ƞ) 
is denoted in the following equation,  
 Ƞ =    !!"  ×  !!"  ×!!!!  
where JSC  is the short-circuit current density, VOC  is the open-circuit voltage, FF is the 
fill factor and IS is the intensity of the incident light.11,15 IS is standardized at 100 mW 
cm-2 that correlates to the solar spectral irradiance on the Earth’s surface at 42.8 o to 
the zenith. This is also known as Air Mass (AM) 1.5G spectrum. 
In DSCs, the VOC is defined as the potential difference between the quasi-fermi level 
of the mesoporous semiconductor and the redox potential of the redox species in the 
electrolyte. However, the VOC of the system is usually lower than this potential 
difference due to energy losses. For a regenerative photoelectrochemical system (I3-/I- 
redox couple), the following equation holds,16 
 




Where ket is the rate constant for triiodide reduction, Iinj is the flux of charge from 
sensitized injection and ncb is the concentration of electrons at the semiconductor 
surface. The incident monochromatic photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) 
is a measure of the JSC of the device and can be expressed as follows:11,16,17 
 𝐼𝑃𝐶𝐸 = 𝐿𝐻𝐸(𝜆)𝜙!"#ƞ!  
Where LHE(λ) is the light harvesting efficiency, ϕinj is the quantum yield of charge 
injection and ƞc is the efficiency of collecting electron charges at the back contact. The 
light harvesting efficiency is given by, 
 𝐿𝐻𝐸 𝜆 = 1− 10!!"(!) 
Where Γ is the number of number of moles of dye molecules per centimetre square of 
the projected surface area of the semiconductor film and σ(λ) is the absorption cross-
section (cm2 mol-1). The quantum yield of charge injection is presented as, 
 
𝜙  !"# =    𝑘!"#𝜏!!   +   𝑘!"# 
Where Kinj is the rate constant for electron injection and τ is the excited lifetime in the 
absence of injection. ƞc indicates the proportion of injected charge that is able to reach 
the back contact. FF is related to the series resistance and shunt resistance within the 
device. Series resistance includes the internal circuit resistance and the contact 
resistance, while shunt resistance is derived from alternative current pathways in the 
device.18 A high FF is achieved with a high shunt resistance and a low series resistance. 
In any systems, there are bound to be energy losses. The energy losses in DSCs are 
discussed in sequential order from the light absorption to current collection. There are 
six energy losses in DSCs:19 (1) Incomplete photon harvesting or photon harvesting in 
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a non-optimal wavelength range. (2)  Inefficient photo-induced electron transfer, 
which can arise through a direct loss of absorbed photon to non-injecting channels. (3) 
Loss in potential due to certain over-potential to make it energetically favorable for the 
photo-excited dye to transfer an electron to the metal oxide, with near unity efficiency. 
(4) Energy expenditure as a result of a conformational change to the dye when the 
photo-excited dye relaxes prior to electron transfer, to possibly form a relaxed exciton. 
This caused the electron to be transferred into metal oxide at a lower energy. (5) Dye 
regeneration produces the possibly the largest loss in potential in DSCs. An over-
potential of approximately 0.2-0.3 eV is required to oxidize the electrolyte. 
Furthermore, an additional potential drop of around 0.3 eV occurs during the 
conversion of 2I2- to I3- and I-.20 (6) Resistive losses when charges are transported 
through the solar cell. When the resistive losses are significant, a drop in the potential 
occurs, which will reduce the attainable VOC and FF of the solar cell. Snaith estimated 
that the maximum attainable power conversion efficiency for DSCs is 20.25%.19   
 
1.2.1. Working Electrode 
The working electrode is usually a semiconductor oxide layer. The most widely used 
oxide is anatase, a polymorph of titanium dioxide which has a wide band gap of 
3.2eV.17 Other wide band gap oxide materials, including zinc oxide21 and niobium 
pentaoxide,22 are also used as the materials for the work electrode.  
To enhance light absorption, a mesoporous and interpenetrating network of oxide 
nanoparticles, as portrayed in Fig. 1.4, is favoured. This increases the surface area on 
which the sensitizer can adhere to, increasing the light absorption. In addition, the 
particle size and the pore size of the oxide can significantly affect the performance of 
DSCs. Oxide film with small pore size slows the diffusion of ions in the electrolyte, 
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from the counter electrode to the sensitizer molecules for its regeneration, particularly 
under high light illumination. In contrast, large pores decrease the effective surface of 
the oxide film, leading to lower sensitizer absorption and, thus lower current density. 
For the crystalline anatase film, an optimum particle size is approximately 20 nm.23  
 
 
Fig. 1.4. Mesoporous and interpenetrating network of anatase in DSCs (Diagram is 
adapted from ref. 15). 
 
Post treatments of the oxide work electrodes have proven to improve the photovoltaic 
performance of DSCs. The post treatment of the anatase film with TiCl4 and the 
incorporation of larger TiO2 particles (300 – 400 nm) into the film have proven to 
enhance the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of DSCs. The TiCl4 treatment 
increases the injection of electrons into the TiO2 by increasing the necking between the 
particles, which facilitates the percolation of the electrons from one particle to the 
other. The incorporation of large TiO2 particles increases the scattering of light in the 
TiO2 film, which increases the path length of the photons inside the cell. Hence, the 
probability of the photons interacting with the dye molecule and injecting electrons 
into the semiconductor increases. This is particularly important in the red portion of 
the spectrum where the dye is not efficient.23 
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1.2.2. Counter Electrode  
The main function of the counter electrode is to facilitate the transfer of electrons 
from the external circuit to the electrolyte, regenerating the oxidized species in the 
electrolyte, such as the I3- ions. Under open-circuit condition, the theoretical VOC 
corresponds to the potential difference between the quasi-fermi potential of the 
working electrode and the redox potential of the electrolyte. However, under 
illumination, drop in VOC occurs as a result of losses induced by mass transfer 
overpotential and kinetics overpotential. The kinetic overpotential is determined by the 
electrocatalytic properties of the counter electrodes during the regeneration of the 
electrolyte.24 
Platinum24-27 is the most widely used counter electrode for DSC due to its superior 
electrocatalytic properties. However, platinum, being a noble metal, is expensive. 
Furthermore, detachment of the platinum film after continuous exposure to I-/I3- redox 
electrolyte had been reported.34 Research to replace platinum as the counter electrode 
of DSC has yielded results. These substitutions include activated carbon,28-31 carbon 
nanotubes,32-35 reduced graphene oxide36,37 and conducting polymer.38-40 
 
1.2.3. Sensitizer 
The role of the sensitizer in DSCs is to harness the light energy from the sun. There 
are several desired properties of the sensitizer to fulfil its role in DSCs. Firstly, it must 
be able to absorb all light below a threshold wavelength of 920nm. Secondly, the 
sensitizer must carry attachment groups such as carboxylate or phosponate to firmly 
graft it to the semiconductor surface. Thirdly, when the sensitizer is excited, injection 
of electrons into the conduction band of the semiconductor should be achieved with a 
quantum yield of unity. Hence, the energy level of the excited states should match to 
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the lower bound of the conduction band of the semiconductor to minimize energetic 
loss during electron transfer reaction. Furthermore, the redox potential of the sensitizer 
should be adequately high. This ensures that the sensitizer can be regenerated via 
electron donation from the redox electrolyte or the hole conductor. Lastly, the 
sensitizer should be stable enough to sustain approximately 108 turnover cycles, 
corresponding to about twenty years of exposure to natural light.15 
At present, ruthenium-based sensitizers are the most promising.  The molecular 
structures of certain ruthenium-based sensitizers commonly used in liquid electrolyte 
DSCs are portrayed in Fig. 1.5.41  
 
 
Fig. 1.5. Molecular structure of typical Ruthenium-based sensitizers used in DSCs 
(Diagram is adapted from ref. 41). 
 
The spectral response of the sensitizers can be quantitatively measured by the IPCE. 
Fig. 1.6 shows the IPCE of the various ruthenium-based sensitizers at differing 
wavelength. It can be observed that these sensitizers yield an IPCE in the range of 60% 
N3 Z907 N719 
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to 80%, over the spectrum span by visible light. In particular, the “black dye” 




Fig. 1.6. Incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) Spectra of N3 
(denoted by Ligand L), Black Dye (denoted by ligand L’) and TiO2 (Diagram is 
adapted from ref. 42). 
 
Although the ruthenium sensitizers have excellent stability under practical 
applications, they possess low molar extinction coefficient. The molar extinction 
coefficient of a material determines how strongly the material absorbs light at a given 
wavelength.43 This propels the research for metal-free, organic sensitizers. In general, 
organic sensitizers can have a molar extinction coefficient of at least two orders higher 
than ruthenium-based sensitizers. An example is C201 sensitizer (Fig. 1.7), which has 
a molar extinction coefficient of 41.2 x 103 M-1 cm-1 at the absorption wavelength of 
514n m.44 DSC using the C201 sensitizer and an ionic liquid electrolyte achieves a 





Fig. 1.7. Molecular structure of C201 sensitizer (Diagram is adapted from ref. 44). 
 
1.2.4. Electrolyte 
The electrolyte is sandwiched between the counter electrode and the dye-sensitized 
mesoporous semiconductor. The purpose of the electrolyte in DSCs is to facilitate the 
regeneration of the photo-excited sensitizer. The most commonly used electrolyte is an 
iodide/triiodide redox couple, dissolved in organic solvent such as acetonitrile and 
valeronitrile.45 Other electrolyte used in DSC includes polypyridyl cobalt (II/III) 
complexes46 and pseudohalides.47 Currently, the most efficient DSC is achieved with a 
Co(II/III)tris(bipyridyl)- based redox couple.14 
 
1.2.4.1. Liquid Electrolyte 
The liquid electrolyte commonly used in DSC contains low viscosity organic solvent 
with high dielectric constant such as acetonitrile, valeronitrile, propionitrile and 3-
methoxypropionitrile. Currently, acetonitrile is the best solvent used in liquid 
electrolyte DSCs, achieving a PCE of over 12%.14 Lithium iodide (LiI) had been a 
popular iodide source for the electrolyte of DSCs. However, when a high concentration 
of LiI is used, a drastic drop in the VOC of the cell is observed. This is because the 
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adsorption of the small Li+ cations on the TiO2 nanoparticles leads to an increase in the 
recombination of the electron-hole pairs. This causes a negative shift in the quasi-fermi 
level of  TiO2, which lowers the VOC of the device.48 The solution to this problem is the 
replacement of the small lithium cation with bulky imidazolium based cation such as 
1-methyl-3-propylimidazolium cation (PMI+) and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium cation 
(BMI+). This minimizes the adsorption of the cations onto the TiO2 nanoparticles. 
Thus, the degradation of VOC is avoided.49  
The incorporation of additives such as guanidinium thiocynate (GuSCN) and 4-tert-
butylpyridine (TBP) have demonstrated to enhance the performance of DSC.  The 
addition of GuSCN to the electrolyte serves to reduce the dark current, which raises 
the VOC of the DSC.15 The adsorption of the guanidinium cations along with the anions 
of the sensitizer molecules, screens the lateral columbic repulsion of the sensitizer and 
aids in the self assembly of the compact sensitizer monolayer. This suppresses the dark 
current, causing an improvement in the cell voltage. Similarly, the adsorption of TBP 
molecules at the TiO2 surface blocks the surface states that are active as intermediates 
in the heterogeneous charge transfer. This reduces the rate of interfacial electron 
transfer from the conduction band of TiO2 to the triiodide ions. Thus, the dark current 
at the TiO2 - electrolyte interface is suppressed. This enhances the VOC and FF of the 
solar cell, without impairing the JSC significantly.16 Currently, the typical electrolyte 
comprises of 0.03 M of iodine, 0.6 M of 1-Propyl-3-Methyl-Imidazolium Iodide 
(PMII), 0.1 M of GuSCN and 0.5 M of TBP in a mixture of acetonitrile and 
valeronitrile (85:15 volume percent).50  
Despite achieving a high PCE with liquid electrolyte, there are still several 
drawbacks pertaining to their use in DSCs. One of the major drawbacks is the high 
volatility of the organic solvents, which leads to the problem of severe leakage. This 
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deteriorates the photovoltaic stability of the solar cells over a prolong duration.182,183 
The replacement of volatile organic solvents with non-volatile materials was proposed. 
These materials include room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs), quasi-solid state (gel) 
electrolytes and solid state electrolytes. 
 
1.2.4.2. Solid-State Electrolytes 
The poor photovoltaic stability observed in liquid electrolyte DSCs can be overcome 
by the use of solid state electrolytes. In solid state DSC, the electrolyte used is a hole 
transporting material (HTM). Electrons travel across the HTM via the hopping 
mechanism, as illustrated in Fig. 1.8, to the excited sensitizer molecules, regenerating 
them. There are several desired properties of the HTM.51 Firstly, the HTM should be 
able to transfer the hole from the sensitizing dye after it has injected an electron into 
the photoanode. This implies that the upper edge of the valence band or LUMO of the 
HTM must be located above the ground state level of the dye molecules. Secondly, the 
HTM should form good contact with the mesoporous photoanode, and the deposition 
of the HTM should occur without dissolving or degrading the mono-layer of dye 
molecules adsorbed onto the photoanode. Lastly, it should be transparent in the visible 
region. Should it absorb light, the electron injection efficiency has to be comparable to 
the sensitizing dye. Inorganic p-type semiconductors and organic hole transport 




Fig. 1.8. Schematic diagram of the electron transfer processes in solid state DSC 
(Diagram is adapted from reference 51). 
 
Copper (I) iodide with a direct band gap of 3.1 eV and a hole mobility of 43.9 cm2V-
1s-1 at room temperature is a promising HTM for DSCs.52 Solid-state DSCs based on 
CuI had achieved PCE of approximately 3%. However, such devices had very poor 
stability.53 There are several factors which cause the poor device stability. Firstly, the 
presence of excess iodine in CuI causes the diffusion of these iodine molecules to the 
surface of the photoanode creating surface traps, which promote the recombination of 
electron-hole pairs.54 This strongly reduces the photocurrent of the device. 
Furthermore, the oxidation of CuI under continuous illumination54 and the loosening of 
contacts between the dye-sensitized photoanode and the CuI crystallites56 also lead to 
less stable devices. To improve the stability of solid-state DSCs, CuSCN is chosen to 
replace CuI. CuSCN has a larger direct band gap of 3.6 eV and a lower hole mobility 
of 20 cm2V-1s-1, as compared to CuI.57 However, CuSCN does not decompose to SCN- 
and the presence of excessive SCN- does not create surface states within CuSCN.51 
Thus, it is considered to be more stable than CuI. In 2012, Premalal et al reported a 
PCE of over 4% for solid-state DSCs using CuSCN as the HTM.177 Recently, p-type 
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halide perovskite with high hole mobility has attracted great attention as promising 
HTMs for solid-state DSCs. An example of such material is CsSnI3.58 CsSnI3 has a 
direct energy band gap of 1.3 eV (similar to the band gap of silicon of 1.1 eV) and a 
extremely high hole mobility of 585 cm2V-1s-1, at room temperature. Solid-state DSC 
using this inorganic p-type halide perovskite yielded a remarkably high PCE of 
approximately 10.2%. 
The use of inorganic p-type semiconductor as HTMs in DSCs faces many 
challenges.59 Firstly, the nucleation and growth of larger crystals in the mesoporous 
semiconductor layer will block up the entire porous film before the lower pores are 
filled up. Furthermore, even if the growth of larger crystals is impeded, the random 
spatial variation in the deposition of the crystals will also randomly block the pore 
necks throughout the film. When all the pores surrounding a volume are blocked, 
additional deposition in that volume will be impossible. Lastly, solvent evaporation on 
the film surface will also favour precipitation on or near the film surface. 
In comparison to inorganic p-type semiconductor, organic hole transport materials 
have the advantages of abundance sources, easy film formation and low cost. Bach et 
al reported the first solid state DSC using amorphous organic hole transport material, 
2.2’,7,7’-tetraakis(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenyl-amine)9,9’-spirobifluorene (spiro-
OMeTAD).60 The maximum IPCE of this device was 33% and the overall PCE 
obtained was 0.74%. Krüger et al reported an efficiency of 3.2% for solid state DSC 
employing spiro-OMeTAD, in the presence of silver ions in the dye solution.61 Lately, 
Lee et al proposed the use of an organometallic halide perovskite (CH3NH3PbI2Cl) as a 
light absorbing layer and spiro-OMeTAD as the organic p-type hole conductor in 




1.2.4.3. Low-Volatile Room Temperature Ionic Liquids 
Room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) are materials containing only ionic species 
without any neutral molecules and having melting point of lower than 298K.63 RTILs 
are usually made up of large asymmetric organic cations and inorganic or organic 
anions.64 A list of the common cations and anions is illustrated in Fig. 1.9. RTILs have 
negligible vapour pressure and thus are low volatile liquids. In addition, they also 
possess high ionic conductivities and broad electrochemical stability window.63,64 All 
these properties make RTILs suitable candidates to replace the high volatile nitrile-
based organic solvents, for highly stable DSCs. On the other hand, the high viscosity 
of RTILs deteriorates the performance of DSCs, as a result of the mass transfer limit of 
the ions in the electrolyte.63 To improve the performance of devices employing RTIL 
electrolytes, several measures are used to reduce the viscosity of RTILs. One measure 
is to mix a high viscosity ionic liquid with another low viscosity ionic liquid to form 
binary ionic liquids.65,66 In 2003, Wang et al reported the use of a  binary ionic liquid 
of PMII and 1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium dicyanamide (EMIDCN) as the electrolyte 
for DSCs. Coupled with the use of a hydrophobic dye, Z907, a PCE of 6.6% was 
achieved, under AM1.5G illumination.65 It had been shown that the use of the 
hydrophobic Z907 sensitizer outperformed the N719 sensitizer in DSCs using RTIL 
electrolytes, by suppressing the dark current in the solar cells. This is a result of the 
long hydrophobic chains of Z907 molecules interacting laterally with each other, 
forming an aliphatic network, which serves as an insulating layer. This prolongs the 
distance between the triiodide ions and the electrons trapped on the TiO2 surface, and 




Fig. 1.9. Structures of common cations and anions found in RTILs (Diagram is 
adapted from reference 175). 
 
1.2.4.4. Quasi-Solid State (Gel) Electrolytes 
The photovoltaic stability of DSCs can be improved dramatically by the use of quasi-
solid state electrolytes, also known as gel electrolyte. Gel is defined as a substantially 
dilute cross-linked system, which exhibits no flow in the steady state. Gel exists as a 
three-dimensional solid network, where the liquid phase is immobilized within the 
network.67 Gels can be classified into physical gels and chemical gels according to the 
nature of the solid networks.68 The gelators are chemically bonded together for the 
chemical gels, while they form three-dimensional solid networks through 
intermolecular interactions, such as hydrogen bond or van der Waals force, for the 
physical gels. Thus, physical gels are usually thermally reversible. Physical gels rather 
than chemical gels are typically used as the gel electrolytes of DSCs.  
Three types of physical gels have been reported for DSCs. Polymers are the gelators 
of the first type of physical gels. The formation of these thermoreversible polymer gels 
involved the intertwining  of the polymer chains by secondary bonds, such as hydrogen 
bonds, dipole-dipole interactions and van der Waals force, to form a solid three 
dimensional network.69,70 Quasi-solid-state DSCs employing polymer gels were widely 
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reported. For example, Wang et al gelled 3-methoxypropionitrile (MPN) with 
poly(vinylidenefluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-HEP) and used this polymer 
gel electrolyte in quasi-solid-state DSCs.71 Coupled with Z907, they observed a PCE 
of 7.6% and 6.1% under 0.01 and 1 sun, respectively. Recently, Lee et al fabricated 
quasi-solid-state DSCs using a polymer gel of acetonitrile -valeronitrile co-solvent and 
polystyrene nanobeads.72 A PCE of 7.54% was achieved with this polymer gel 
electrolyte.  
The second type of gels are organogels that use low molecular weight organic 
molecules as the gelators, A typical low molecular weight gelator comprises of a rigid 
head, such as aromatic ring or heterocyclic ring,  and a flexible tail, such as an alkyl 
chain. The rigid head can self assemble and give rise to the three-dimensional network 
of the gelator molecules, while the flexible tail can have strong interactions with the 
solvent, which can hold the solvent and also render the gelator soluble in the solvent at 
high temperature.73 There were various reports on the use of organogels for quasi-
solid-state DSCs. In 2006, Mohemeyer et al  developed an organogel through the 
gelation of an amphiphilic low molecular weight gelator (cyclohexanecarboxylic acid-
[4-(3-octadecylureido)phenyl] amide) with a binary ionic liquid of PMII and 1-ethyl-3-
methylimidazolium thiocynate (EMINCS).74 DSC using this organogel electrolyte and 
a Ru-(4,4’-dicarboxylic acid-2,2’-bipyridine)(4,4’-bis(phexyloxystyryl)-2,2’ bipyridine) 
(NCS)2 [K-19] dye (Fig. 1.10(a)) had a PCE of 6.3%. Recently, Yu et al prepared an 
organogel using the same low molecular weight gelator with MPN solvent.75 DSC 
using this organogel and C105 dye (Fig. 1.10(b)) achieved a PCE of 9.1%. 
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Fig. 1.10. Molecular structure of (a) K-19 and (b) C105 sensitizers (Diagrams are 
adapted from ref. 91 and ref. 181). 
 
Nanoparticles like silica76,77 and titania78 nanoparticles are used as the gelators in the 
third kind of physical gels. The nanoparticles forms three-dimensional solid networks 
through the hydrogen bonds among the surface species of the nanoparticles.79,80 In 
2003, Wang et al reported the use of silica nanoparticles to gel a mixture of PMII and 
MPN (volume ratio of 13:7).77 The PCE of DSC using this gel electrolyte was 7%, 
under one sun. Recently, the use of carbonaceous materials as gelator for quasi-solid 
state DSCs has also attracted significant attention. These materials include graphene,81 





1.3. Objective of the Present Work and Thesis Outline 
Despite having decent PCE of over 12%,14 liquid DSCs face the problem of poor 
photovoltaic stability. This is because the organic solvents used in liquid DSCs are 
highly volatile, which often leads to severe leakage in the device. The current work 
focuses on the systematic studies to improve the photovoltaic stability of DSCs, while 
maintaining a decent PCE. This work can be sub-divided into four sections.  
The substitution of high volatile organic solvent with low volatile ionic liquids is 
deemed promising to improve the photovoltaic stability of DSCs. However, one major 
drawback of ionic liquid as electrolyte for DSCs is their high viscosity. This often 
leads to poor device performance because of the mass transfer limit imposed on the 
ions in the electrolyte.63 In the first section, the viscosity of PMII is hypothesized to be 
reduced through the incorporation of acid functionalized multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes (oMWCNTs). The carboxylic and hydroxyl functional groups on 
oMWCNTs are proposed to form hydrogen bonds with the PMI+ cations. This 
increases the size of the PMI+ cations, which leads to a larger size disparity between 
the PMI+ and I-. The increase in size disparity reduces the viscosity of PMII.101,102 
Furthermore, the hydrogen bonds formed between the PMI+ and oMWCNTs can also 
cause PMII to have a more disordered network, which reduces the viscosity.105,106 The 
modified PMII will be used as the electrolyte of DSCs and is postulated to improve the 
performance of the solar cells, without impairing its photovoltaic stability.  
Quasi-solid state DSCs has a good balance between good photovoltaic stability and 
high power conversion efficiency. There are usually one type of gelator in a gel. 
However, the use of a second gelator might substantially reduce the loading of the first 
gelator and the second gelator might also introduce some new functions to the gel. The 
application of  gels with a cogelator as the electrolyte of DSCs might possibly enhance 
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the performance of the devices. In the second part, a cogelator of ethylcellulose (EC) 
and oMWCNTs is proposed to gel a co-solvent of ACN and MPN. oMWCNTs can aid 
EC in the gelation of the organic co-solvent by forming bridges across the EC 
polymeric chains. These nano-bridges are hypothesized to form through the formation 
of hydrogen bonds between the functional groups of oMWCNTs and EC chains. This 
gel will be used as the electrolyte for highly stable quasi-solid state DSCs and its 
photovoltaic performance is expected to improve. 
Graphene oxide (GO)  sheets are amphiphilic with a distribution of hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic areas.135,136 Hence, it is highly possible that GO sheets are able to gel polar 
organic solvents. The three dimensional solid network can be built up through the π – π 
interactions between the hydrophobic domains of GO and the  polar organic solvents 
can be immobilized by the interactions between the solvent molecules and the 
hydrophilic domains of GO. In the third segment, it is postulated that the GO sheets 
are able to gel the MPN solvent and this gel is used as the electrolyte for highly 
efficient and stable quasi-solid state DSCs. 
The performance improvement of DSC through the incorporation of carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs) as extended electron transfer materials (EETMs) in its electrolyte 
had been reported.158 The high electronic conductivity and excellent electrocatalytic 
properties of  CNTs can reduce the ionic diffusion length of the ions and catalyze the 
electrochemical reduction of the I3- in the electrolyte, respectively. This leads to an 
improvement in the performance of DSCs. In the last chapter, multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNTs) are incorporated into the GO-MPN gel electrolyte of DSCs as 




Chapter 2: Experimental Details 
2.1. Materials 
DSL 18 NR-T (20 nm) and WER2-O (350-400 nm) titanium oxide pastes were 
purchased from DYESOL. Ruthenium 535-bis TBA (N719) dye and Surlyn® film 
(ionomer films ~25 µm thick) were supplied by Solaronix SA. Tert-butanol anhydrous 
(purity >99.5%), acetonitrile anhydrous (purity >99.8%), chloroplatinic acid 
hexahydrate (H2PtCl6), 4-tert-butylpyridine (TBP; purity =99%), 3-
methoxyproponitrile (MPN, purity >98%), 1-propyl-3-methylimidazolium iodide 
(PMII, purity >98%), iodine (purity >99.99% trace metal basis), 98% sulphuric acid, 
37% hydrochloric acid, 70% nitric acid, sodium nitrate (purity >99%), potassium 
permanganate and hydrogen peroxide solution (20%) were obtained from Sigma-
Aldrich. Guanidinium thiocynate and titanium tetrachloride were purchased from 
Fluka and Merck, respectively. Natural graphite powder (SP-1 graphite, purity > 
99.99%) with an average particle size of ~30 µm were supplied by Bay Carbon Inc. 
Multi-walled carbon  nanotubes (MWCNTs) were produced by chemical vapour 
deposition (CVD) and supplied by Chendu Organic Chemicals Co. Ltd. They have a 
purity of >95%, outer diameter of 8-15 nm, inner diameter of 3-5 nm, length of ~50 




2.2. Experimental Techniques 
2.2.1. Fabrication of DSCs 
Preparation of TiO2 photoanodes 
Fluorine-doped Tin Oxide (FTO) transparent glasses were used as the charge 
collectors. The FTO glasses were washed with detergent solution using an ultrasonic 
bath for 15 minutes. This process was repeated with deionized water, acetone and 
isopropanol. These FTO glass substrates were subsequently immersed in a 40 mM 
TiCl4 aqueous solution at 70 oC for 30 minutes and washed with deionized water and 
ethanol.  
A layer of TiO2 paste (DSL 18 NR-T) was coated onto the FTO glass substrates by 
screen-printing, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1(a). They were kept in a clean box for 3 
minutes with ethanol to relax the TiO2 paste, reducing the surface irregularity. The 
relaxed paste was then dried for 6 minutes at 125 oC. The above procedure was 
repeated to produce nanocrystalline TiO2  film of the desired thickness. Subsequently, 
a layer of WER2-O TiO2 paste was deposited by the same manner and the process was 
repeated to achieve the optimal film thickness. This layer served to scatter the light 
within the TiO2 photoanode. The FTO substrates coated with the TiO2 paste were 
gradually heated under an airflow at 325 oC for 5 minutes, at 375 oC for 5 minutes, at 
450 oC for 15 minutes and at 500 oC for 15 minutes. A typical TiO2 photoanode was 
made up of ~ 10 µm thick nanocrystalline TiO2 and ~ 5 µm thick scattering TiO2 layer 
after the sinter process. After cooling down to room temperature, the TiO2 
photoanodes were again treated with TiCl4 solution at 70 oC for 30 minutes. They were 
then rinsed with deionized water and ethanol and sintered at 500 oC for 30 minutes. 
After cooling down to 80 oC, the TiO2 photoanodes were immersed in a 0.5 mM N719 
dye solution of acetonitrile anhydrous and tert-butanol anhydrous (volume ratio of 1:1) 
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and kept at room temperature for 20-24 hours to complete the dye adsorption (Fig. 
2.1(b)).  
 
   
Fig. 2.1. (a) Screen-printing of TiO2 and (b) immersion of TiO2 photoelectrode into the 
dye solution.  
 
Preparation of Pt-counter electrodes 
A hole was drilled in the FTO substrates of the counter electrodes by sand blasting. 
These perforated FTO substrates were washed with detergent solution using an 
ultrasonic bath for 15 minutes. This procedure was repeated with deionized water, 0.1 
M HCl in ethanol and acetone. These substrates were heated in air at 400 oC for 15 
minutes to remove any residual organic contaminants. The platinum catalyst was 
deposited onto the FTO substrate by coating a drop of H2PtCl6 solution (2 mg Pt in 1 
ml ethanol) and heated at 400 oC for 15 minutes to perform the pyrolysis of the 
H2PtCl6 precursor.  
 
DSC assembly 
The dye-coated TiO2 photoanode and the Pt-counter electrodes were assembled into a 
sandwiched type cell and sealed with a hot-melt of 25 µm thick ionomer (Surlyn) . For 
the quasi-solid-state DSCs, the gel electrolytes were spread uniformly across the dye-
coated TiO2 electrodes before cell assembly. For DSCs using ionic liquid electrolytes, 
the electrolytes were introduced into the cell via vacuum back filling after cell 
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assembly. A drop of the ionic liquid electrolyte was placed on the hole at the back of 
the counter electrode. The cell was subsequently placed in a vacuum chamber to 
remove the air in the cell. Upon exposure to ambient pressure, the ionic liquid 
electrolyte was driven into the cell. Lastly, the hole was covered up using a hot 
ionomer melt and a cover glass. The gel and ionic liquid electrolytes contained 0.6 M 
PMII, 0.2 M I2, 0.5 M TBP and 0.1 M guanidinium thiocynate. 
 
2.2.2. Preparation of oMWCNTs and low viscosity oMWCNT-PMII Ionic Liquids 
The multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were acid-functionalized by 
refluxing in a mixture of  98% sulfuric acid and  70% nitric acid (volume ratio=3:1) at 
60 oC for 10 hours. This mixture was then washed with deionized water by vacuum 
filtration until the mixture had a pH of 7. The acid functionalized mutli wall carbon 
nanotubes (oMWCNTs) were dried in an oven at 80 oC for 24 hours.  
oMWCNTs of various weight amounts were blended into the PMII by mechanical 
grinding, using a agate motar, in a dried glove box filled with high purity nitrogen gas. 
 
2.2.3. Preparation of GO and GO-MPN gels 
Graphene oxide (GO) was prepared through a modified Hummer’s process.143,178 In a 
typical experiment, 1 g of graphite powder was mixed with 1 g of sodium nitrate in 48 
mL of 98% sulphuric acid. 6 g of potassium permanganate (VII) was gradually added 
into the mixture under vigorous stirring. This mixture was stirred in an ice bath for 90 
min and then in a water bath at 35 oC for 2 h. Then, 40 mL of deionized water was 
added drop-wise over 30 min. The temperature of the mixture was raised to 90 oC 
during this process. 100 mL of deionized water and 10 mL of 30% hydrogen peroxide 
solution were subsequently added. GO was collected by centrifugation. It was 
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repeatedly rinsed with 5% HCl solution and successively with deionized water until 
the pH value reached 7. Finally, GO was frozen with liquid nitrogen and freeze-dried 
with a Labconco Freezone freeze drier for two days. 
The GO-MPN gels were prepared by mixing GO with MPN and mechanically 
grinding the mixture in an agate mortar. Then, the mixtures were subjected to 
ultrasonication with a Sonics & Materials Vibracell VC 505 ultrasonic processor. 
 
2.2.4. Preparation of EC-oMWCNTs / ACN-MPN Gels electrolytes 
The oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN mixtures were prepared by mixing different weight 
amounts of oMWCNTs into the ACN-MPN co-solvent (volume ratio = 1:1). These 
mixtures were then ultrasonicated for different durations with a Sonics & Materials 
Vibracell VC 505 ultrasonic processor.  The ethylcellulose(EC)-oMWCNTs/ACN-
MPN gels were prepared by blending different weight amounts of EC into the 
oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN mixtures. The mixtures were constantly stirred at 80 oC for 24 
hours to ensure the complete dispersion of EC and oMWCNTs in the co-solvent. The 
gels were formed after the solutions were cooled down to room temperature. 
 
2.2.5. Preparation of GO - MWCNTs/MPN gels 
It was previously reported that DSCs using GO-MPN gel electrolytes had the 
optimum performance when the GO was ultrasonicated for 10 minutes40. The GO used 
in this experiment was also ultrasonicated for 10 minutes. The MWCNTs were 
ultrasonicated for different period of time, with a Sonics & Materials Vibracell VC 505 
ultrasonic processor. The GO-MWCNTs/MPN gels were prepared by mixing the GO 




2.3. Materials and Device Characterizations 
2.3.1. Scanning Electron Microscope 
The planar and cross-sectional surface morphologies of the gel electrolytes were 
imaged with the scanning electron microscope (SEM). In these studies, a Zeiss Supra 
40 field emission scanning electron microscope was used. A beam energy of 3-5 KeV 
was utilized. A 10 nm thick layer of gold was sputtered on the non-conducting gel 
surface with a BAL-TEC sputter coater SCD005, before SEM imaging. A sliver tape 
was used to channel excess electrons away from the samples to prevent the charging 
up of electrons  at the sample surface during SEM imaging. 
 
2.3.2. Transmission Electron Microscope 
The interactions between the MWCNTs and GO in the MWCNTs-GO/MPN gels was 
investigated by the transmission electron microscope (TEM). A JOEL  1000CX 2010F 
transmission electron microscope was used in this study. An accelerating voltage of 
200 KV was used. The MWCNTs-GO/MPN xerogel was dispersed in ethanol with a 
Sonics & Materials Vibracell VC 505 ultrasonic processor for 10 mins and 10 µL of 
this colloidal solution was dropped onto the copper grid and dried in an oven for 10 
mins at 60 oC.  The dried sample was then imaged in the TEM.  
 
2.3.3. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on GO to confirm its 
chemical structure. The XPS spectra were collected with an Axis Ultra DLD X-ray 
photoelectron spectrometer equipped with an Al Kα X-ray source (1486.6 eV). The 
energy step size was fixed at 1 eV for the survey scans and 0.05 eV for the fine scans. 
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The CasaXPS program (2.3.14 version) was used to analyze the XPS spectra, which 
included the removal of the Shirley background, compositional analysis and 
deconvolution of the XPS peaks. The deconvolution of the peaks were performed by a 
mix Gaussian (80%) and Lorentzian (20%) distributions. The survey and fine scans of 
the XPS spectra were calibrated with the deconvoluted peak of the sp2 C 1s band at 
284.5 eV.  
 
2.3.4. Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy and UV-Visible Spectroscopy 
The fourier-transform infra-red spectroscopy (FT-IR) was used to determine the 
identities of the functional groups on graphene oxide and acid-functionalized multi-
walled carbon nanotubes. FT-IR analysis was also carried out to study the interactions 
between PMII and oMWCNTs. The FT-IR spectra were collected with a Varian 3100 
FT-IR spectrometer, with a resolution of 2 cm-1. Sample preparation involved the 
dispersion of the materials into potassium bromide (KBr) pellets.  
UV-Visible spectroscopy was used to study the absorption spectra of pristine GO and 
GO treated with I2 and PMII. Furthermore, this technique was also used to study the 
effect of the concentration of oMWCNTs on the light absorption of PMII. The 
absorption spectra were acquired by a Shimadzu UV-1800 UV Spectrophotometer. 
The samples were dispersed in deionized water and transferred into a quartz cuvette 
for the optical measurement.   
 
2.3.5. Dynamic Mechanical Analyses and Viscosity Measurements 
The dynamic mechanical properties of the GO-MPN, EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN 
and GO-MWCNTs/MPN gels were measured by a Rheometric Scientific Advanced 
Rheometric Expansion System (ARES) with the cone to plate configuration in the 
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dynamic mode. The diameter of the cone, the cone angle and the cone-plate gap were 
2.5 cm, 0.04 rad and 0.5 mm, respectively. The gel samples were sandwiched between 
the cone and the plate during the measurements. Frequency dependences of the storage 
modulus (G’) and the loss modulus (G”) were investigated for the gels.   
The viscosity of the oMWCNTs-PMII ionic liquids were investigated with a 
computer controlled Brookfield DV-III Ultra-Programmable Rheometer, with a cone 
to plate configuration. The cone diameter and cone angle were 4.8 cm and 0.8 deg, 
respectively. The volume of the ionic liquids used was fixed at 0.5 mL. 
 
2.3.6. Ionic Conductivity Measurement 
The temperature dependences of the ionic conductivities of the GO-MPN, EC-
oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN and GO-MWCNTs/MPN gel electrolytes were measured with 
a CDM 210 Conductivity Meter, equipped with a CDC 641T cell and a temperature 
sensor. The cell had a 2-pole configuration, where the plates were platinized and had 
dimension of 5 mm by 5 mm. The cable resistance was 0.26 Ω. The gel electrolytes 
were prepared by blending 0.2 M I2, 0.6 M PMII, 0.5 M TBP and 0.1 M guanidinium 
thiocynate into the gels. 
 
2.3.7. Cyclic Voltammetry and Electrochemical Impedance spectroscopy 
The triiodide diffusion coefficient in the ionic liquid and gel electrolytes could be 
derived from the steady state cyclic voltammetry (CV) of the electrolytes. CV was 
performed with a ECO CHEMIE Autolab system. A platinum microelectrode with a 
diameter of 25.6 µm, a platinum strip and an Ag/Ag+ electrode were used as the 
working electrode , counter electrode and reference electrode, respectively. The 
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potential scan rate was 10 mV s-1. The General Purpose Electrochemical System 
(GPES) software was used in this experiment. 
Electrochemical Impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to investigate the interfacial 
charge recombination resistance at the TiO2/electrolyte and the TiO2/sensitizer 
interface and the charge transfer resistance at the Pt/electrolyte interface of DSCs. EIS 
was  carried out with an ECO CHEMIE Autolab (PGSTAT 302N and FRA2) system. 
The frequency range was set from 105 to 10-1 Hz, and the amplitude of the ac signal 
was set at 10 mV (RMS). A dc bias of the VOC  was superimposed to the ac signal.  The 
Frequency Response Analysis (FRA) software was used to run the EIS.  
 
2.3.8. Thermogravimetric Analysis and Low Temperature Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry 
The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out to determine the thermal  
stability of pristine MWCNTs, acid-functionalized MWCNTs, pristine PMII and 
oMWCNTs-PMII in air. TGA was performed with a TA TGA 2950. The pristine and 
acid-functionalized MWCNTs were heated directly to 800 oC in air at a heating rate of 
10 oC min-1, under a constant air flow of 60 cm3 min-1. PMII and oMWCNTs-PMII 
were heated directly to 500 oC, under the same conditions. 
Low temperature differential scanning calorimetry (DS-C) was performed to 
determine the glass transition temperatures of PMII, oMWCNTs-PMII and MWCNTs-
PMII. The low temperature curves were acquired by a DSC Q100 supplied by TA 
Instrument. The sample was cooled to -90 oC and heated up to -50 oC at a heating rate 




2.3.9. Current density (J) – Voltage (V) curves measurement 
The photovoltaic performance of the ionic liquid and gel electrolyte DSCs was 
measured with a computer programmed Keithley 2420 source meter. The solar cells 
were illuminated by a Newport’s Oriel class A solar simulator, which simulated the 
AM 1.5G sunlight (100 mW cm-2), certified to the JIS C 8912 standard. The light 
source was calibrated to one sun using a standard silicon photodiode (Hammamatsu 
S1133). A potential range of 1.0 V to -0.1 V and potential step of 10 mV were applied 
during the measurement. A circular mask of 5.2 mm diameter was placed over the 
TiO2 photoanode during the testing, to avoid any fringe effect. 
A typical current density (J) – voltage (V) characteristic curve of a DSC is presented 
in Fig. 2.2. The open-circuit voltage (VOC) is derived at the point when the current 
density is zero, while the short-circuit current density is denoted at the point where the 
applied voltage is zero. Fill factor (FF) is determined by the following equation,180 
 
𝐹𝐹 =    𝐽!×𝑉!𝐽!"   ×  𝑉!"  
where Jm x Vm represents the maximum output power of the device. The power 
conversion efficiency (PCE) of the DSC is represented by the following equation,11,15 
 
𝑃𝐶𝐸 =   𝑉!"   ×𝐽!"   ×𝐹𝐹𝐼!  




Fig. 2.2. J-V characteristic curve of a DSC. 
 
2.3.10. Photovoltaic Stability Measurement of DSCs 
The ageing test was carried out to determine the photovoltaic stability of the DSCs. 
The photovoltaic performance, such as the VOC, JSC, FF and PCE, of the devices were 
recorded over a period of 30 – 32 days. The quasi-solid state (gel) DSCs were kept in 
the dark, at room temperature, when they were not tested. DSCs with room 
temperature ionic liquid (RTIL) electrolytes were kept in the dark, at 80 oC, when they 
were not tested. 
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Chapter 3: Functionalized Carbon Nanotubes-Induced 
Viscosity Reduction of an Ionic Liquid and Performance 
Improvement of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells 
 
3.1. Introduction 
Low volatile ionic liquids like PMII are promising candidates as the electrolyte of 
dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) with good photovoltaic stability. However, the high 
viscosity of ionic liquids imposes a mass transfer limit on the ions in the electrolyte. 
The strong interaction between the cations and anions in an ionic liquid accounts for its 
high viscosity. The viscosity of ionic liquids can be reduced by weakening the 
interaction between the cations and anions.86 In this chapter, a novel method to reduce 
the viscosity of 1-methyl-3-propylimidazolium iodide (PMII), by adding small amount 
of acid-functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes (oMWCNTs) was reported.  
This method is inspired by the increase in the ionic conductivity of polymer 
electrolytes by additives.87,88 Carbon nanotubes are used in this research because they 
are chemically inert and have good thermal stability.87-90 The carboxylic and hydroxyl 
groups on acid-functionalized carbon nanotubes can form hydrogen bonds with the 
PMI+ cations. This is postulated to weaken the interaction between PMI+ and I-, 
leading to PMII having a lower viscosity.  This method to lower the viscosity of room 
temperature ionic liquids (RTIL) is different from the gelation of PMII with carbon 
nanotubes, as reported in the literatures.81, 91-94 The viscosity of PMII could decrease 
from 1380 cP to 400 cP at 25 oC after the addition of 0.10 wt% oMWCNTs. The 
viscosity reduction of PMII by oMWCNTs gives rise to the improvement in the 
photovoltaic efficiency of DSCs. 
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3.2. Results and discussion 
3.2.1. Viscosity Reduction of PMII by the Addition of oMWCNTs  
The weight loss processes of oMWCNTs were evaluated by TGA in air (Fig. 3.1). 
There are two weight loss processes. The weight loss in the temperature region from 
150 oC to 350 oC is attributed to the removal of the functional groups from 
MWCNTs.90 The TGA results indicated that the weight percentage of the functional 
groups is 12.5 wt% with respect to oMWCNTs.  
The functional groups of oMWCNTs were identified by FT-IR (Fig. 3.2). The two 
bands at 1716 and 1220 cm-1correspond to the C=O and C–O stretching modes, 
respectively. This indicates the presence of –COOH groups on oMWCNTs.95 
oMWCNTs were added into PMII by mechanical grinding. The FT-IR spectrum of an 
oMWCNTs-PMII mixture and PMII is also shown in Fig. 3.2, in order to understand 
the interaction between oMWCNTs and PMII. The band at 1716 cm-1 on the FT-IR 
spectrum of oMWCNTs corresponds to the C=O stretching mode. It shifted to 1726 
cm-1 on the FT-IR spectrum of oMWCNTs-PMII mixture. This suggests that hydrogen 
bonds form between the functional groups of oMWCNTs and PMII.96,97 
 
 





Fig. 3.2. FTIR Spectra of oMWCNTs, oMWCNTs-PMII mixture and PMII. 
 
The addition of small amount of oMWCNTs can remarkably reduce the viscosity of 
PMII. As shown in Fig. 3.3, the viscosity first decreases with an increase in the 
oMWCNTs loading. The mixture showed a minimum viscosity of 400 cP at a 
oMWCNTs loading of 0.10 wt%, which was remarkably lower than that (1380 cP) of 
pure PMII. The viscosity then increases when the oMWCNTs loading is increased 
further.  
The viscosity change of PMII by oMWCNTs is due to the interactions between PMII 
and oMWCNTs, and not the effect of mechanical grinding. The viscosities were 
always measured at least 24 h after the mechanical grinding to eliminate any possible 
viscosity reduction by the mechanical grinding since PMII is a non-Newtonian fluid. 
In addition, control experiments were also carried out by blending MWCNTs into 
PMII through a similar procedure. Fig. 3.3 shows that MWCNTs slightly affect the 
viscosity of PMII at very low loading. Then, the viscosity dramatically increases. At a 
loading of 0.2 wt% MWCNTs, the MWCNTs-PMII became gel-like, as illustrated in 
the inset of Fig. 3.3. Hence, the viscosity reduction of PMII by oMWCNTs is due to 




Fig. 3.3. Variations of the viscosities of PMII-oMWCNTs and PMII-MWCNTs 
mixtures with the loadings of oMWCNTs and MWCNTs, respectively. The squares 
and open circles are experimental data, and the continuous and dashed curve are the 
best fitting of the data with B-spline curves. The inset shows the MWCNT-PMII 
mixture when the laoding of MWCNT is 0.2 wt%.  
 
The viscosities of PMII-oMWCNTs mixtures with various oMWCNTs loadings were 
studied from room temperature up to 70 oC. The viscosity of the PMII-0.1 wt% 
MWCNTs mixture was also studied in the same temperature range. The viscosity of all 
the samples decreases with increasing temperature. Fig. 3.4 presents the temperature 













where A is a constant, To is the thermodynamic Kauzmann temperature, and Ea is the 
activation energy. The VTF has been extensively used to analyze the viscosity of fluids 
including ionic liquids and the ionic conductivity of gel and polymer electrolytes.101-103 
The variation of activation energy (Ea) as a function of oMWCNTs loading is shown in 
Fig. 3.5. The activation energy was 9.07 x 10-21 J for pure PMII, and it decreased to 
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7.65 x 10-21 J with 0.10 wt% oMWCNTs in PMII. The presence of a small amount of 





Fig. 3.4. VTF plot of viscosities versus temperature of (a) PMII-oMWCNTs mixtures 
with various oMWCNTs loadings and (b) pristine PMII and  PMII added with 0.1 wt% 





Fig. 3.5. Variation of the activation energy (Ea) of PMII-oMWCNTs mixtures with the 
oMWCNTs loading. The squares are experimental data, and the continuous curve is 
the best fitting of the data with a B-spline curve. 
 
The decrease in the Ea value by oMWCNTs suggests a reduction in the interactions 
among the species of PMII. This is confirmed by the effect of oMWCNTs on the 
melting process of PMII as studied by DSC (Fig. 3.6). The presence of 0.10 wt% of 
oMWCNTs in PMII lowered the melting point from -71.5 oC to -76.5 oC. In 
comparison, the same amount of unfunctionalized MWCNTs lowered the melting 
point to only -75 oC. This shows that oMWCNTs can reduce the melting point of PMII 
more, as compared to unfunctionalized MWCNTs, and this is related to the 
interactions between the functional groups of oMWCNTs and PMII. The Coulombic 






Fig. 3.6. Differential scanning calorimetric curves of PMII, PMII-0.10 wt% MWCNTs 
and PMII-0.10 wt% oMWCNTs.  
 
As the addition of a small amount of unmodified MWCNTs hardly affects the 
viscosity of PMII, the carboxylic groups on oMWCNTs may play a key role in the 
viscosity reduction. Organic carboxylic acids that are solid at room temperature (oxalic 
acid and citric acid) were added into PMII to investigate the role of the carboxylic 
groups in the viscosity reduction of PMII (Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8). The addition of a 
small amount of oxalic acid or citric acid can also cause the viscosity of PMII to 
reduce, but the effect is less significant than that by oMWCNTs. Similar to the effect 
of oMWCNTs, the viscosity of PMII first decreases to a minimum and subsequently 
increases with increasing loading of citric acid and oxalic acid. The lowest viscosities 
were 627 cP and 707 cP at the loading of 1 wt% of citric acid and 1 wt% of oxalic acid, 
respectively. Thus, the viscosity reduction of PMII by oMWCNTs can be attributed to 
the interactions of the carboxylic groups of oMWCNTs with the cations and anions of 
PMII. Some differences are observed in the effect of citric acid and oxalic acid on the 
viscosity of PMII. As shown in Fig. 3.7, the viscosity of PMII-10 wt% citric acid was 
higher whereas the viscosity of PMII-10 wt% oxalic acid was lower than that of pure 
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Fig. 3.7. Variation of the viscosity of (a) PMII-citric acid mixtures with citric acid 
loading and (b) PMII-oxalic acid mixtures with oxalic loading at room temperature. 
The squares are experimental data, and the continuous curves are the best fitting of the 






Fig. 3.8. VTF plot of viscosities versus temperature of (a) PMII-citric acid mixtures 
with various citric acid loadings and (b) PMII-oxalic mixtures with various oxalic acid 
loading.  
 
Presumably, hydrogen bonds form between the carboxylic groups of oMWCNTs and 
PMI+, as illustrated in Fig. 3.9. This makes the size of the PMI+ cations larger, so that 
the size disparity of the cation and anion of PMII increases in the presence of 
oMWCNTs. As Spohr and Patey pointed out, the diffusion coefficient of the ions will 
increase whereas the viscosity decreases with the increase in size disparity.101,102 In 
addition, the hydrogen bonds between PMI+ and oMWCNTs causes the ionic network 
of PMII to be more disordered, so as to reduce the viscosity and melting point.105,106  
The more remarkable viscosity reduction by oMWCNTs than oxalic acid and citric 
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acid probably arises from the higher rigidity and larger size of oMWCNTs than the 
acid molecules, leading to larger size disparity and more disordered ionic network. At 
high loading of oMWCNTs, the increase in the viscosity can be ascribed to the 
aggregation of the oMWCNTs, which has been observed in other systems as well.88,107  
Though the viscosity of PMII is remarkably lowered by oMWCNTs, the presence of 
oMWCNTs does not affect the thermal stability, because oMWCNTs are quite stable 
as well. As shown in Fig. 3.10, the thermal stability of PMII-oMWCNTs was almost 


















































Fig. 3.10. TGA curves of PMII and PMII-oMWCNTs mixtures with oMWCNTs 
loadings of 0.05 wt% and 0.10 wt%.  
 
3.2. Improvement in the Photovoltaic Efficiency of DSCs by oMWCNTs  
When PMII is used as the electrolyte, DSCs exhibit a low photovoltaic efficiency due 
to the high viscosity of PMII.74,108 The reduction in the viscosity of PMII can improve 
the photovoltaic efficiency of DSCs. Fig. 3.11 presents the current density (J)-voltage 
(V) curve of a DSC with the addition of 0.10 wt% oMWCNTs into the PMII 
electrolyte under simulated AM1.5G illumination (100 mW cm-2). The J-V curve of a 
control device using PMII electrolyte without oMWCNTs is also presented. The 
photovoltaic performances, including short-circuit current density (Jsc), open-circuit 
voltage (Voc), fill factor (FF) and PCE, are summarized in Table 1. DSCs with other 
oMWCNTs loadings in the PMII electrolyte were also fabricated and tested. Their J-V 
curves are not presented in Fig. 3.11, but their photovoltaic performances are listed in 
Table 3.1 as well. The addition of a small amount of oMWCNTs into the PMII 
electrolyte gives rise to the substantial improvement in Jsc and slight increment in Voc 
of DSCs. Optimum device performance was achieved at 0.10 wt% oMWCNTs loading, 
consistent with the effect of the oMWCNTs loading on the viscosity of PMII. The 
optimal DSCs exhibited such photovoltaic performances: Voc = 0.66 V, Jsc = 9.09 mA 
cm-2, FF = 0.73, and PCE = 4.39%. They were higher than that of the control device 
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(Voc = 0.64 V, Jsc = 8.65 mA cm-2, FF = 0.72, and PCE = 3.99%).  This power 
conversion efficiency is still significantly lower than the efficiency of liquid electrolyte 
DSCs. Although the viscosity of the ionic liquid was reduced, it is still signifiantly 
higher than that of the organic solvent. The mass transfer limit on the ions in the ionic 


























Table 3.1. Photovoltaic performances of DSCs with various oMWCNTs loadings in 
PMII. Devices were tested immediately after the device fabrication. 
 
oMWCNTs loading (wt%) PCE (%) Voc (V) Jsc (mA cm-2) FF 
0 3.99 0.64 8.65 0.72 
0.01 4.26 0.65 8.97 0.73 
0.05 4.35 0.65 9.08 0.73 
0.10 4.39 0.66 9.09 0.73 
0.20 4.03 0.67 8.17 0.73 
0.50 3.89 0.64 8.36 0.72 
1.00 3.92 0.65 8.44 0.72 
 
The improvement in photovoltaic efficiency of DSCs by oMWCNTs can be 
attributed to the viscosity reduction of the electrolyte. The diffusion of the redox 
species through the electrolyte becomes easier as a result of the viscosity reduction. 
The ion diffusion through the electrolytes was investigated by CV (Fig. 3.12). For a 
disk microelectrode under steady state condition, the relationship between the steady 
state current and the diffusion coefficient of the ionic species is described by the 
following equation,109,110 
 
4ss appI nrCFD= , 
where Iss represents the steady state current, n is the number of electrons involved in 
the electrochemical process, F is the Faraday’s constant, r is the radius of the 
microelectrode, C and Dapp are the concentration and the apparent diffusion coefficient, 
respectively. The I3- diffusion coefficients of the PMII-oMWCNTs mixtures with 
various oMWCNTs loadings are presented in Table 3.2. The I3- diffusion coefficient 
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becomes higher after the addition of oMWCNTs. The maximum I3- diffusion 
coefficient corresponded to a oMWCNTs loading of 0.10 wt%. These diffusion 
coefficients are qualitatively consistent with the viscosities. The values of these 














Fig. 3.12. Cyclic voltammograms of PMII and PMII-oMWCNTs mixtures with 
oMWCNTs loadings of 0.05 wt%, 0.1 wt% and 0.2 wt%. 
 
I3-­‐	  +2e-­‐	  à	  3I-­‐	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Table 3.2. I3- diffusion coefficients of PMII-oMWCNTs mixtures with various 
oMWCNTs loadings.  
 






Fig. 3.13 shows the accelerated ageing study of the devices for a time span of 32 days. 
The devices were kept in dark, at 80 oC, when they were not tested. The stability of the 
DSC with PMII-oMWCNTs was almost the same as that with PMII. This implies that 
oMWCNTs do not worsen the ageing stability of DSCs. 
Though the improvement in the photovoltaic efficiency can be mainly ascribed to the 
viscosity reduction of PMII by oMWCNTs, some inconsistence was observed in the 
effect of oMWCNTs on the photovoltaic efficiency of DSCs. For example, PMII-0.01 
wt% oMWCNTs had almost the same viscosity as PMII-0.20 wt% oMWCNTs, the 
corresponding photovoltaic efficiency of the former (4.26%) was higher than the latter 
(4.03%). This is because the presence of oMWCNTs can also affect the optical 
properties of the electrolyte arising from the light scattering property of oMWCNTs.112 
As shown in Fig. 3.14, the presence of oMWCNTs in PMII increased the light 
absorption by the electrolyte. In fact, the electrolyte of PMII-oMWCNTs (0.20 wt%) 










Fig. 3.13. Stabilities of Jsc, Voc, FF and PCE of DSCs with PMII and PMII-0.10 wt% 
oMWCNTs. The cells were kept in the dark, at 80 oC, when not tested. 
 
 
Fig. 3.14. Absorption spectra of PMII and PMII-oMWCNTs mixtures with 





In summary, the addition of a small amount of oMWCNTs into PMII can reduce its 
viscosity, without compromising its thermal stability. The viscosity reduction is 
dependent on the oMWCNTs loading. The viscosity reduction is attributed to the 
formation of the hydrogen bonds between the carboxylic and hydroxyl groups of 
oMWCNTs with the PMI+ cations of PMII. This causes the PMI+ cation to have a 
larger size, which leads to a larger size disparity between the cations and anions of 
PMII. The increase in the size disparity gives rise to the decrease in the viscosity. In 
addition, the oMWCNTs also induce disordered structure in PMII, which causes a 
decrease in the melting point. PMII blended with oMWCNTs was used as the 
electrolyte of DSCs. The presence of a small amount of oMWCNTs improves Jsc and 
PCE of DSCs. Despite the improvement in the photovoltaic performance of DSCs, 
oMWCNTs does not affect the ageing stability of the DSCs.  
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Chapter 4: Ethyl Cellulose and Functionalized Carbon 
Nanotubes as A Co-gelator for High-performance Gel Dye-
sensitized Solar Cells 
 
4.1. Introduction 
Gel electrolytes are deemed as promising candidate to replace the volatile organic 
solvents for highly stable dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs). The ionic conductivity and 
the ion diffusion in the gel or polymer electrolytes have significant effect on the 
photovoltaic performance of DSCs. Nano size materials, such as TiO2, SiO2 and Al2O3 
nanoparticles and functionalized carbon nanotubes, were investigated as additives in 
the gel or polymer electrolytes.113-115 These nano size additives can facilitate the 
dissociation of the ions and ion diffusion, so as to improve the photovoltaic 
performance of the solid or quasi-solid state DSCs. Unfunctionalized carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs) were also investigated as additives in gel electrolytes, in order to improve the 
electron transfer and electronic conductivity.82,83,116-119 Only one material is usually 
used as the gelator in gels. If organic solvents can be gelled by two gelators 
simultaneously, the loading required for one gelator can be reduced, and new functions 
can be introduced by the second gelator. 
In this chapter, we report the preparation of organogels with ethyl cellulose (EC) and 
acid functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes (oMWCNTs) as co-gelators and 
application of the gels for high-performance quasi-solid state DSCs. EC is a 
commercially available and biodegradable polymer, which is chemically inert and non-
toxic.120 EC can gel the cosolvent of 3-methoxyproponitrile (MPN) and acetonitrile 
(ACN) when its loading is more than 12 wt%, whereas oMWCNTs cannot gel the 
cosolvent. But the addition of 1.5 wt% oMWCNTs can lower the loading of EC to 4 wt% 
for the formation of the organogel. The quasi-solid-state DSCs with EC and 
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oMWCNTs as the co-gelator show a power conversion efficiency (PCE) as high as 
6.97% and have good performance stability. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 
first report on gels using a cogelator of polymer and functionalized CNTs and their 
application for quasi-solid state DSCs. 
 
4.2. Results and discussion 
4.2.1. Preparation and characterization of EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gel. 
The chemical structure of EC is shown in Scheme 4.1(a). It has hydroxyl and ether 
groups. It can be dissolved in ACN and MPN at 80 oC. The EC/ACN-MPN solution is 
still a fluid after it is cooled down to room temperature, when the concentration of EC 
is low, such as 6 wt% (Fig. 4.1(a)). It becomes immobile at room temperature when 
the EC concentration is higher than 12 wt% (Fig. 4.1(b)). EC cannot form a gel with 
the cosovlent when its concentration is lower than 12 wt%. The chemical structure of 
oMWCNTs is shown in Scheme 4.1(b). The presence of the carboxylic groups is 
confirmed by FT-IR, as reported in section 3 of this thesis.88 oMWCNTs can be 
dispersed in polar organic solvents in an ultrasonic bath. Though oMWCNTs could gel 
ionic liquids,94,121 we found that oMWCNTs could not gel the MPN-ACN cosolvent at 
a concentration of up to 2.5 wt%. To gel ionic liquids is usually much easier than to 






















Scheme 4.1. Chemical structure of (a) EC and (b) oMWCNTs.  
 
 
Fig. 4.1. Photos of (a) 6 wt% EC/ACN-MPN mixture, (b) 12 wt% EC/ACN-MPN 
mixture and (c) 6 wt% EC-1.5 wt% oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN mixture. 
 
Both EC and oMWCNTs are used as a cogelator to gel the MPN-ACN cosolvent. 
MPN is used in this work because of its relatively good thermal stability. At the 
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be lowered to 6 wt% for the gel formation, when 1.5 wt% of oMWCNTs is added (Fig. 
4.1(c)). The rheological behavior of EC/ACN-MPN and EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN 
mixtures was studied by the dynamic mechanical analyses at room temperature. The 
viscoelastic behaviour of a material is governed by the frequency dependence of the 
storage (G’) and loss (G”) moduli, which represents the elastic and viscous component 
of the material, respectively.122,123 For an ideal elastic solid, G” is zero, while G’ is 
zero for an ideal viscous fluid. As shown in Fig. 4.2, G’ is always much greater than G” 
in the whole frequency range at an applied strain of 1% for both the EC/ACN-MPN 
and EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN mixtures. The dynamic mechanical results indicate 
that both the EC/ACN-MPN and EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN mixtures behave as gels 
at room temperature. At the absence of oMWCNTs, the EC loading must be higher 
than 12 wt% for the gel formation, while only oMWCNTs cannot gel the organic 
cosolvent. As shown in Fig. 4.1(a), only 6 wt% of EC cannot gel the cosolvent at room 
temperature. The formation of the organogel with 6 wt% of EC and 1.5 wt% of 
oMWCNTs suggests that both EC and oMWCNTs act as a co-gelator for the organic 
cosolvent. Both EC and oMWCNTs are responsible for the solid network in the gels. 
In terms of the chemical structure of EC and oMWCNTs, we infer that the oMWCNTs 
bridge the EC chains via mainly the hydrogen bonds for the formation of the three-
dimensional solid networks.124 The polar ACN and MPN solvents are immobilized by 
the solid networks because of the polar-polar interactions and hydrogen bonds between 
the fluids and the solids. 
Both the G’ and G” values are greater for the EC/ACN-MPN gel than for the EC-
oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gel. These differences also suggest the solid networks in the 
two gels are different. In the EC/ACN-MPN gel, the gel formation is related to the 
intertwining of the EC chains due to the hydrogen bonds between the hydroxyl groups 
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of the EC chains. This is different from the solid network in the EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-




Fig. 4.2. Variations of the storage (G’) and loss (G”) moduli of 12 wt% EC/ACN-
MPN and 6 wt% of EC-1.5 wt% oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN mixtures with the angular 
frequency at the applied strains of 1% at room temperature. 
 
The three-dimensional solid networks in the EC/ACN-MPN and EC-
oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gels were further investigated by preparing their 
corresponding xerogels by freezing the mixtures with liquid nitrogen and removing the 
liquid phase via a vacuum pump. The SEM image of the EC/ACN-MPN xerogel 
shows porous three-dimensional networks comprising of fibrillar structures (Fig. 4.3). 
This polymer gel microstructure is similar to other polymer gels.125,126 The SEM image 
of the EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN xerogel is different from that of the  EC /ACN-
MPN xerogel. oMWCNTs are present and they bridge the EC chains. The bridging 






Fig. 4.3. SEM image of (a) EC/ACN-MPN and (b) EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN 
xerogels. The xerogels are prepared by freeze-drying of the organogels. 
 
The EC loading required for the gel formation is related to the dispersion of the 
oMWCNTs. To improve the dispersion of oMWCNTs, oMWCNTs were dispersed in 
the ACN-MPN cosolvent with an ultrasonic disperser. EC was then added into the 
mixture, and it was heated to 80 oC and subsequently cooled down to room 
temperature for the gel formation. The ultrasonication of oMWCNTs can reduce the 
EC loading required for the gel formation from 6 wt% to 4 wt%. This also 
demonstrates that the oMWCNTs participate in formation of the three-dimensional 
solid networks in the gels. Because the ultrasonication does not affect the dissolution 
of EC in the cosolvent, the reduction in the EC loading must be related to the well-
dispersed oMWCNTs in the cosolvent after ultrasonication. In addition, the 
ultrasonication time can affect the length and bundling of the oMWCNTs,127 so that it 
can affect the solid networks and the properties of the organogels. The morphology 
change in solid networks of the EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gels with the 
ultrasonication time of oMWCNTs was investigated by the SEM, as illustrated in Fig. 
4.4. The average pore size of the gels decreases with increasing ultrasonication time of 




Both EC and oMWCNTs function as gelators to gel the organic cosolvent in this 
work, and they participate in the same solid networks. This is different from other 
works using nano size materials, such as oxide nanoparticles and CNTs as 
additives.82,113-119 The additives in those works may not participate in the formation of 
the three-dimensional solid networks in the gels or they form their own solid networks. 
This work is also different from the gel formation of unfunctionalized or 
functionalized CNTs with ionic liquids.94,121 Though it is much easier to gel ionic 
liquids than organic solvents, our previous work indicates that a very small amount of 




Fig. 4.4. SEM images of EC- oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN xerogels. The oMWCNTs were 
ultrasonicated for (a) 0, (b) 10, (c) 20 and (d) 60 mins. The EC loading before and after 
ultrasonication is 6 wt% and 4 wt% respectively. The oMWCNTs loading is 1.5 wt% 







4.2.2. Ionic conduction and ion diffusion of EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gel 
electrolytes. 
The EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gels were used for the preparation of gel electrolytes. 
I2, PMII, guanidinium thiocynate and TBP were added into the EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-
MPN gels. The EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gels have an ionic conductivity higher 
than the EC/ACN-MPN gels. The ionic conductivity of the former was 14.57 mS cm-1 
for the gel electrolyte with 4 wt% EC and 1.5 wt% oMWCNTs at room temperature, 
higher than that (12.6 mS cm-1) of the latter. This can be attributed to the lower gelator 
loading for the former in comparison with the latter. 
As discussed above, the solid network structure of the EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN 
gels is affected by the degree of dispersion of oMWCNTs in the gels. The 
ultrasonication of oMWCNTs can affect the ionic conductivity of the EC-
oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gels as well. Fig. 4.5 presents the dependence of the ionic 
conductivity at room temperature with the ultrasonication time of oMWCNTs. The EC 
loading was reduced to 4 wt% after the ultrasonication, and the ionic conductivity 
increased to 14.57 mS cm-1 when the oMWCNTs were subjected to ultrasonication for 
20 mins. But a further increase of the ultrasonication time to 60 mins, decreased the 
ionic conductivity of the 4 wt% EC-1.5 wt% oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gel to 12.87 mS 
cm-1.  
The ionic conductivities of the gel electrolytes were studied from 25 oC up to 70 oC 
(Fig. 4.6). All the ionic conductivities increase with the increasing temperature. The 
temperature dependences of the ionic conductivities are analyzed with the Vogel-
Tammann-Fulcher (VTF) model,88,129 
 
σ(T) = σoT-1/2 exp[-Ea/R(T-To)], 
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where σo is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation energy, R is the gas constant, 
and To is the glass transition temperature of the electrolyte. Fig. 4.6(a) shows the 
temperature dependence of ionic conductivities of organogels with and without 
oMWCNTs. The activation energy was 2.72 KJ mol-1 for the 12 wt% EC/ACN-MPN 
gel, higher than that (2.57 KJ mol-1) of the 4 wt% EC-1.5 wt% oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN 
gel. The difference is consistent with their ionic conductivities at room temperature. 




Fig. 4.5. Dependence of the ionic conductivity of the EC- oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gel 
electrolytes on the ultrasonication time of the oMWCNTs. The EC loading before and 
after ultrasonication is 6 wt% and 4 wt% respectively. The oMWCNTs loading is 1.5 
wt% for all the gel electrolytes. 
 
The effect of the ultrasonication time of oMWCNTs on the ionic conduction was also 
investigated (Fig. 4.6(b)). The activation energy was plotted versus the ultrasonication 
time of oMWCNTs (Fig. 4.7). The activation energy decreased from 2.66 KJ mol-1 to 
2.57 KJ mol-1 when the ultrasonication time increased from 0 to 20 mins. But it 
increased to 2.78 KJ mol-1 when the ultrasonication time was further increased to 60 
mins. The dependence of the activation energy on the ultrasonication time is consistent 
with the dependence of the ionic conductivity on the ultrasonication time. These values 
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are similar to those in literatures.74,130 These can be attributed to the effect of the 
ultrasonication time on the structure of the solid networks of the gels. As observed in 
the SEM images, the pore size decreases and the pore density of the gel network 
increases with increasing ultrasonication time of the oMWCNTs. The increasing pore 
density facilitates the permeation of the ions throughout three-dimensional solid 
network, giving rise to the increase in the rate of diffusion of the ions. However, if the 
ultrasonication time is too long, the pore size of the gel network gets may become too 







Fig. 4.6. Analysis of the temperature dependences of ionic conductivities of (a) 12 wt% 
EC/ACN-MPN and 4 wt% EC-1.5 wt% oMWCNTs (ultrasonicated for 20 
mins)/ACN-MPN gel electrolytes and (b) 6 wt% EC-1.5 wt% oMWCNTs (without 
ultrasonication)/ACN-MPN and 4 wt% EC-1.5 wt% oMWCNTs (ultrasonicated for 
10mins to 60 mins)/ACN-MPN gel electrolytes according to the VTF equation. The 






Fig. 4.7. Dependence of the activation energy for the ionic conductivity of the EC -
oMWCNTs /ACN-MPN gels on the ultrasonication time of the oMWCNTs. The EC 
loading before and after ultrasonication is 6 wt% and 4 wt% respectively. The 
oMWCNTs loading is 1.5 wt% for all the gel electrolytes. 
 
The ion diffusions in the organogels were investigated by the steady-state cyclic 
voltammetry (Fig. 4.8). Because the size of I3- is larger than I-, the diffusion of I3- is the 
current-limiting factor. The cathodic current is related to the reduction of I3-. The 
apparent diffusion coefficients (Dapp) were estimated according to the following 
equation,109,110 
 
4ss appI nrCFD= , 
The Dapp value of the 12 wt% EC/CAN+MPN gel electrolyte without oMWCNTs 
was 2.31×10-6 cm2 s-1, lower than that (3.32×10-6 cm2 s-1) of the gel electrolyte with 
oMWCNTs. These results are consistent with temperature dependence of ionic 
conductivities of the gel electrolytes. They are also consistent with those reported in 
literatures.72,131  
Fig. 4.8(b) presents the steady-state cyclic voltammograms of the EC-
oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gels prepared by ultrasonicating the oMWCNTs for different 
times. The Dapp value is plotted against the ultrasonication time of oMWCNTs (Fig. 
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4.9). The Dapp value for the gel electrolytes increased from 2.97×10-6 cm2 s-1 to 
3.32×10-6 cm2 s-1, when the ultrasonication time increased from 0 min to 20 mins. The 
Dapp value dropped to 2.28 × 10-6 cm2 s-1 when the oMWCNTs were ultrasonicated for 
60 mins. The ionic diffusion coefficients are in good agreement with the activation 





























Fig. 4.8. Steady-state cyclic-voltmmatograms of (a) 12 wt% EC/ACN-MPN and 4 wt% 
EC-1.5 wt% oMWCNTs (ultrasonicated for 20 mins)/ACN-MPN gel electrolytes and 
(b) 6wt% EC-1.5 wt% oMWCNTs (without ultrasonication)/ACN-MPN and 4 wt% 
EC-1.5 wt% oMWCNTs (ultrasonicated for 10mins to 60 mins) gel electrolytes. All 
the gel electrolytes contain 0.2 M I2, 0.6 M PMII, 0.1 M guanidinium thiocynate and 
0.5 M 4-tertbutylpyridine. 
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Fig. 4.9. Dependence of the I3- diffusion coefficient of the EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN 
gel electrolytes on the ultrasonication time of the oMWCNTs. The EC loading before 
and after ultrasonication is 6 wt% and 4 wt% respectively. The oMWCNTs loading is 
1.5 wt% for all the gel electrolytes. 
 
4.2.3. Photovoltaic performance of DSCs with EC/ACN-MPN and EC-
oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gel electrolytes. 
The EC/ACN-MPN and EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gel electrolytes were used as the 
electrolytes of DSCs. A control device with the ACN-MPN liquid electrolyte was also 
fabricated. Fig. 4.10(a) shows the current density (J)-Voltage (V) curves of the quasi-
solid state DSCs using EC/ACN-MPN gel electrolytes with different EC loadings. The 
photovoltaic performances, including the short-circuit current density (Jsc), open-
circuit voltage (Voc), fill factor (FF) and PCE, of these DSCs are listed Table 4.1. A 
drop in Jsc is observed with the increasing EC loading in the gel electrolyte, leading to 
a decrease in PCE. This suggests that less gelator can lead to higher photovoltaic 
efficiency of DSCs. The J-V curves of DSCs using EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gels 
with different ratios of EC to oMWCNTs are illustrated in Fig. 4.10(b), and the 
photovoltaic parameters are listed in Table 4.2. When 0.1 wt% of oMWCNTs is added 
into the 12 wt% EC/CAN-MPN gel electrolyte, the photovoltaic efficiency of the gel 
DSCs decreases. Thus, the photovoltaic efficiency cannot be improved when 
oMWCNTs are used as an additive for a gel electrolyte of DSCs. The increase in the 
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total gelator loading of EC and oMWCNTs suppresses the ionic transport. But the 
photovoltaic efficiency of the gel electrolyte with 6 wt% EC and 1.5 wt% oMWCNTs  
is higher than the gel DSCs without oMWCNTs. The increase in the photovoltaic 
efficiency can be attributed to the lower gelator loading because of the usage of the 
EC-oMWCNTs cogelator. When the loading of oMWCNTs was further increased to 
2.5 wt%, the PCE fell to 6.37%. One possible reason is that oMWCNTs are black and 
competes with the dye molecules for light absorption.128,132 The optimal loadings of EC 
and oMWCNTs are 6 wt% and 1.5 wt%, respectively, in terms of the photovoltaic 
efficiency of DSCs. The optimal PCE was 6.82%. This PCE is close to that of the 
control liquid cell and is only slightly higher than that of the gel DSCs without 
oMWCNTs. The improvement is not very significant because both the gel DSCs have 






Fig. 4.10. J-V curves of DSCs. (a) ACN-MPN liquid DSC and EC/ACN-MPN gel 
DSCs with different EC loadings. (b) EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gel DSCs with 




Table 4.1. Photovoltaic performances of DSCs with EC/ACN-MPN gel electrolytes of 
different EC loadings and a liquid DSC without EC.  
 
EC loading (wt%) PCE (%) Voc (V) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF 
0 7.18 0.74 12.90 0.75 
12  6.71 0.77 11.34 0.77 
15  6.64 0.76 11.36 0.77 
20  6.04 0.72 10.71 0.78 
 
Table 4.2. Photovoltaic performances of DSCs with EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gel 
electrolytes of different EC and oMWCNTs loadings.  
 
EC/oMWCNTs loading  PCE (%)  Voc (V) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF 
12/0 6.71 0.77 11.34 0.77 
12/0.1 6.65 0.78 11.32 0.75 
6/1.5 6.82 0.77 11.75 0.75 
4/2.5 6.37 0.78 10.76 0.76 
 
When the oMWCNTs are dispersed by ultrasonication, the total gelator loading can 
be reduced and the ionic transport through the EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gels can be 
improved. Gel DSCs with the oMWCNTs dispersed by ultrasonication for different 
times were fabricated and tested (Fig. 4.11). The photovoltaic parameters are recorded 
in Table 4.3. The PCE increased to 6.97% when the oMWCNTs were ultrasonicated 
for 20 mins. Prolong ultrasonication of oMWCNTs causes a drop in the photovoltaic 
efficiency. These can be attributed to the effect of the ultrasonication on the ionic 




Fig. 4.11. J-V curves of DSCs. 6 wt% EC-1.5 wt% oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN and 4 wt% 
EC-1.5 wt% oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN where the oMWCNTs were ultrasonicated from 
10 mins to 60 mins. 
 
Table 4.3. Photovoltaic performances of DSCs with EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gel 
electrolytes where the oMWCNTs were ultrasonicated for different times. 
 
Ultrasonication time (mins) PCE (%) Voc (V) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF 
0 6.82 0.77 11.75 0.75 
10 6.73 0.77 11.50 0.76 
20 6.97 0.76 12.12 0.75 
30 6.87 0.76 11.90 0.76 
60 6.45 0.74 11.34 0.77 
 
The EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gel DSCs were investigated by EIS (Fig. 4.12). 
There are two semicircles on the Nyquist plots. The semicircle at the high frequency 
regime represents the charge transfer at the counter electrode, while the one at the low 
frequency region corresponds to the charge transfer at the TiO2/electrolyte interface, 
TiO2/dye interface and the transport of electrons through the mesoporous TiO2 film.50 
The interfacial recombination resistance (Ri) at the TiO2/dye and the TiO2/electrolyte 
interfaces and charge transfer resistance at the counter electrode (Rct) can be 
determined by fitting the Nyquist plots with the equivalent circuit shown in the inset of 
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Fig. 4.12. R1 represents the series resistance, which comprised of the sheet resistance 
of the transparent conducting oxide and the contact resistance of the cell. R2 and CPE1 
are the charge transfer resistance and the double-layer capacitance at the counter 
electrode. DX1 represents the electrochemical processes that took place in the 
mesoporous TiO2 film and the TiO2/electrolyte interface. They include the charge-
transfer resistance of the recombination process between electrons in the mesoscopic 
TiO2 film and the I3- in the electrolyte, the chemical capacitance of the TiO2 film and 
the transport resistance of the electrons in the TiO2 film.  The Ri and Rct values are 59.3 
Ω and 2.54 Ω, respectively, for the gel DSC. Both of them are only slightly higher than 
those (50.0 Ω and 2.07 Ω, respectively) of the liquid DSC. These values are 




Fig. 4.12. Nyquist plots of DSCs with 4 wt% EC-1.5 wt% oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gel 
and ACN-MPN liquid electrolytes. The oMWCNTs were ultrasonicated for 20 mins 
for the gel. 
 
The ageing stability of DSCs with EC-oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gel and ACN-MPN 
liquid electrolytes were investigated over a period of 30 days (Fig. 4.13). The cells 
were kept in the dark, at room temperature, when not tested. The photovoltaic 
performance of the gel DSC is more stable than the liquid DSC. The PCE of the gel 
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DSC dropped by 1.28% after 30 days. In contrast, the PCE of the liquid DSC fell by 






Fig. 4.13. Ageing tests of DSCs with 4 wt% EC-1.5 wt% oMWCNTs/ACN-MPN gel 
and ACN-MPN liquid electrolytes over a period of 30 days. The cells were kept in the 




4.3. Conclusion  
EC and oMWCNTs are used as a cogelator to gel an organic cosolvent of ACN and 
MPN. The presence of oMWCNTs can lower the EC loading required for the gel 
formation. In the absence of oMWCNTs, the EC loading must be higher than 12 wt% 
for the gel formation. The EC loading can be reduced to 4 wt%, when 1.5 wt% 
oMWCNTs are dispersed in the cosolvent. Both EC and oMWCNTs participate in the 
three-dimensional solid networks in the gels. The oMWCNTs can bridge the EC 
polymeric chains. The organogels with EC and oMWCNTs as the cogelator are used as 
the electrolytes for quasi-solid state gel DSCs. The PCE of the gel DSCs could be as 
high as 6.97%, only slightly lower than that of liquid ACN-MPN DSCs, whereas the 




Chapter 5: The Production of Organogels with Graphene 
Oxide as Gelator for High-Performance Quasi-Solid State 
Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells 
 
5.1. Introduction 
Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) are regarded as the next-generation solar cells. 
Carbon materials have been investigated in all components of DSCs. Graphene,37,37 
carbon nanotubes,32-35 carbon nanofibers154 and activated carbon28-31 were used as the 
counter electrode of DSCs due to their superior electrocatalytic property. Furthermore, 
graphene155 and carbon nanotubes156 were also blended into the mesoporous TiO2 
photoanode to facilitate the electron transport. Graphene and carbon nanotubes were 
also used in the electrolyte of DSCs.81 Ahmad et al prepared gels of graphene or 
carbon nanotubes with an ionic liquid, 1-methyl-3-propylimidazolium iodide (PMII), 
and used the gels for DSCs.81 They observed power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 
less than 2.1%. The low PCE is attributed to the high viscosity of ionic liquids. Wang 
et al added multi-walled carbon nanotubes into a polymer gel electrolyte to improve 
the conductivity of the gel electrolyte and used the gel electrolyte for DSCs.83 They 
found that the presence of carbon nanotubes in the polymer gels could improve the 
PCE of DSCs from 4.63% to 6.89%. We found that the addition of small amount of 
functionalized carbon nanotubes could reduce the viscosity of ionic liquids, which led 
to an increase in the photovoltaic efficiency of DSCs.128  
In this chapter, the formation and characterizations of organogels of 3-
methoxypropionitrile (MPN) and graphene oxide (GO) and their application in Quasi-
solid state DSCs to replace the volatile organic solvents, were reported. GO, whose 
chemical structure is schematically shown in Fig. 5.1(a), is a very interesting material 
because of its unique two-dimensional structure with various functional groups like 
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carboxylic and hydroxyl groups.135-138 Though hydrogels using GO as the gelator and 
organogels using graphene or graphene oxide or carbon nantobutes were reported,37,139-
142 rare study is carried out on organogels of GO with polar organic solvents. It is 
highly possible for GO to gel organic solvents, because GO sheets are actually 
amphiphilic with a distribution of hydrophilic and hydrophobic domains, as observed 
by Huang et al.135,136 The functional groups on GO can render strong interactions 
between GO and polar organic solvents. We found that GO could gel MPN. MPN, 
whose chemical structure is also shown in Fig. 5.1(b), is chosen as the fluid phase of 
the gels, because it is much more stable than acetonitrile and has been used as the 
solvent for DSCs.71 Quasi-solid state DSCs with a GO-MPN gel electrolyte could 
exhibit a PCE of 6.70%, under AM1.5G illumination (100 mW cm-2) and has good 
photovoltaic stability.  
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5.2. Results and discussion 
5.2.1. Formation and characterization of GO-MPN Gels 
GO was prepared by the oxidation of graphite and subsequent exfoliation of graphite 
oxide. The composition of GO was analyzed by XPS and FTIR. As shown in Fig. 
5.2(a), the C 1s signal can be deconvoluted into four peaks at 284.5, 286.7, 287.8 and 
288.8 eV. They correspond to the C–C, C–O, C=O and –COOH units, 
respectively.138,143 The carbon-to-oxygen ratio was 2.27, which is comparable to that 
reported in literatures.135-138 The FT-IR spectrum also suggests the presence of the 
functional groups on GO (Fig. 5.2(b)).  The FTIR bands at  1733 cm-1, 1412 cm-1, 
1226 cm-1 and 1060 cm-1 are due to the vibrations of C=O, O-H, C-OH, and C-O, 
respectively.143,144 The XPS and FT-IR spectra confirm that GO has a chemical 
structure as shown in Fig. 5.1(a).  
Carbon nanomaterials, including graphene and carbon nanotubes, can form gels with 
ionic liquids or surfactants.37,127,141,145 Due to the presence of the functional groups, 
GO can be dispersed in water and polar organic solvents like ethanol. At a high GO 
concentration, organic solvents dispersed with GO becomes gel-like. GO is mixed with 
MPN by mechanically grinding. The mixture becomes immobile when the GO loading 








Fig. 5.2. (a) XPS spectrum and (b) FTIR spectrum of GO. 
 
The GO-MPN mixtures were investigated by the dynamic mechanical analyses. The 
mechanical behavior of a material can be determined by the frequency dependences of 
the storage (G’) and loss (G”) moduli.122,123 G’ and G” indicate the elastic and viscous 
components, respectively. G” is zero for an ideal elastic solid, while G’ is zero for an 
ideal viscous fluid. Fig. 5.3 (a) presents the frequency dependences of G’ and G” of a 
2.5 wt% GO-MPN mixture at two applied strains of 1% and 10%. G’ is greater than G” 
in the whole frequency range, and G’ is almost flat in the whole frequency range at 
both strains. These dynamic mechanical results suggest that the 2.5 wt% GO-MPN 
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mixture is a gel. The GO-MPN mixtures are gels when the GO loading is 2.5 wt% or 
higher.  
The dynamic mechanical properties of the GO-MPN mixture were studied from room 
temperature up to 70 oC, which is usually the working temperature range for solar cells. 
The mixture behaves as  a gel in the whole temperature range (Fig. 5.3(b)). The 
difference between G’ and G” becomes more remarkable at higher temperature. This 





Fig. 5.3. (a) Variations of the storage (G’) and loss (G”) moduli of a 2.5 wt% GO-
MPN mixture with the angular frequency at applied strains of 1% and 10% and (b) 
temperature dependences of G’ and G” of the gel at the applied strain of 1% and 






Fig. 5.4. Surface SEM images of (a) free GO sheets and (b) a 2.5 wt% GO-MPN 
aerogel and (c) cross-section SEM image of 2.5 wt% GO-MPN xerogel.  
 
The gel behavior suggests the presence of three-dimensional solid networks inside 
the GO-MPN gels. The 2.5 wt% GO-MPN xerogel was investigated by SEM (Fig. 5.4). 
The morphology of GO in the xerogel is different from the free GO sheets. Presumably, 
the GO sheets form three-dimensional solid networks in the gels. The GO sheets are 
linked together due to van der Waals forces and π-π interactions among the 
hydrophobic domains, and the solid networks can hold the polar MPN solvent because 
of the hydrogen bonds and polar-polar interactions between GO and MPN.141,146-148 
 
5.2.2 Effect of iodine and PMII on the GO-MPN gel electrolytes 
The gel electrolytes for DSCs comprise of I2 and PMII. It was reported that certain 







iodide150, could reduce GO to reduced GO (rGO). The possible reduction of GO by I2 
and PMII was investigated by UV-Visible spectroscopy (Fig. 5.5(a)). The absorbance 
decreases at the wavelength below 400 nm, while it increases in the wavelength range 
above 400 nm, after the treatment of GO with I2 and PMII. But the absorption peak 
remains at 230 nm. Hence, GO may be partially reduced by I2 and PMII.151,152 
The partial reduction of GO can affect the mechanical properties of the GO-MPN 
gels. As shown in Fig. 5.5(b), G’ remains considerably greater than G” after the 
addition of iodine and PMII into the GO-MPN gel, indicating that the mixture still 
behaves as a gel. Both G’ and G” increases by several times after the treatment with 
iodine and PMII. Thus, the partial reduction of GO gives rise to a stronger gel. This 
can be attributed to the increase in the π-π interaction among the GO sheets after the 








Fig. 5.5. (a) UV-Vis of GO before and after the treatment with 0.2 M I2 and 0.6 M 
PMII and (b) variations of G’ and G” with the angular frequency at applied strain of 1% 
of 2.5 wt% GO-MPN mixture, before and after treatment with 0.2 M I2 and 0.6 M 
PMII.  
 
5.2.3 Ionic conductivity and ion diffusion coefficient of GO-MPN electrolytes  
GO-MPN gel electrolytes were prepared by dispersing I2, PMII, guanidine thiocynate 
and 4-tert butyl pyridine into the GO-MPN gels. The ionic conductivities of the GO-
MPN gel electrolytes were studied from 25 oC up to 70 oC. We found that the 
ultrasonication of the GO-MPN gels could increase the ionic conductivity. The ionic 
conductivity was 7.24 mS cm-1 at room temperature for the 2.5 wt% GO-MPN gel 
prepared by mechanical grinding. The ionic conductivity of the GO-MPN gel 
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electrolytes depends on the GO loading. It decreased to 3.14 and 2.08 mS cm-1 when 
the GO loadings were 4 wt% GO and 6 wt%, respectively, in the gels. The two-
dimensional GO sheets are not ionically conductive, and they can block the ion 
transport. 
 
                                                                                                    
     
Fig. 5.6. SEM images of GO samples ultrasonicated for (a) 0 min, (b) 1 min, (c) 10 
min and (d) 20 min in deionized water. 
 
The ion transport is also affected by the size of the GO sheets in the gels. The GO 
sheets are fragmented by ultrasonication. The GO sheets were ultrasonicated in 
deionized water for different time and the effect of ultrasonication time on the size of 
the GO sheets was studied by the SEM. As shown in Fig. 5.6, the average size of the 
GO sheets without ultrasonication was about 13.6 µm. It decreased to about 1.4 µm, 





min, respectively. The GO-MPN gels were then mixed with MPN, 0.2 M I2, 0.6 M 
PMII, guanidine thiocynate and 4-tert butyl pyridine to form gel electrolytes. The ionic 
conductivities of the 2.5 wt% GO-MPN gels increased to 9.11 mS cm-1, 10.3 mS cm-1 
and 11.21 mS cm-1 for the gel electrolytes, when the GO sheets were ultrasonicated for 
1 min, 10 min and 20 min, respectively. The smaller the GO sheets, the higher the 
ionic conductivity of the gel electrolytes. 
The temperature dependences of the ionic conductivities of the GO-MPN gels are 















The effect of the amount of GO on the temperature dependence ionic conductivity of 
the gel electrolytes is analyzed (Fig. 5.7(a)) The Ea value was 3.99 KJ mol-1 for the 2.5 
wt% GO-MPN gel without ultrasonication. It increased to 6.16 KJ mol-1 and 7.25 KJ 
mol-1 for the 4 wt% GO-MPN and 6 wt% GO-MPN gels, respectively. The Ea values 
of these gels are consistent with their ionic conductivities at room temperature, 







Fig. 5.7. Temperature dependences of ionic conductivities of (a) GO-MPN gels with 
various concentration of GO and (b) 2.5 wt% GO-MPN gels with GO ultrasonicated 
from 0 to 20 min. 
 
As discussed above, the ionic conductivity of the gel electrolytes depends on the size 
of the GO sheets. Accordingly, the size of the GO sheets affects the temperature 
dependence of the ionic conductivity of the gel electrolytes (Fig. 5.7(b)). Ea decreased 
to 3.54 KJ mol-1, 3.33 KJ mol-1 and 3.31 KJ mol-1 for the gel electrolytes with GO 
ultrasonicated for 1 min, 10 min and 20 min, respectively. The smaller GO sheets 















Fig. 5.8. CVs of GO-MPN gel electrolytes. The 2.5 wt% GO-MPN gels were prepared 
by mechanically grinding GO in MPN and ultrasonicated from 0 to 20 min. 0.2 M I2, 
0.6 M PMII, 0.1 M guanidinium thiocynate and 0.5 M 4-tertbutylpyridine were then 
added into the gels to form the gel electrolytes.  
 
Because the I- concentration is much higher than that of I3- in the electrolyte of DSCs, 
the diffusion of triiodide is the current-limiting factor in DSCs. The apparent diffusion 
coefficients (Dapp) of I3- at 25 oC was studied by the steady-state cyclic CV with a 
platinum microelectrode as the working electrode (Fig. 5.8). The cathodic current 
corresponds to the reduction of I3-. The Dapp values of I3- can be estimated from the 
following equation,109,110 
 
4ss appI nrCFD= , 
The Dapp value was 3.42×10-6 cm2 s-1 for the 2.5wt% GO-MPN electrolytes using GO 
without ultrasonication. It increased to 3.93×10-6 cm2 s-1, 4.09×10-6 cm2 s-1 and 
4.40×10-6 cm2 s-1 for the electrolytes using GO ultrasonicated for 1 min, 10 min and 20 
min, respectively. The Dapp values are comparable to those reported for gel 
electrolytes.71 These results are consistent with the temperature dependence of ionic 
conductivities of the GO-MPN gels. Lower activation energy leads to larger triiodide 
diffusion coefficient.  
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5.2.3 Photovoltaic performance of DSCs with GO-MPN electrolytes 
In this work, GO-MPN gel electrolytes were used as the electrolyte of DSCs. Fig. 
5.9(a) presents the current density (J)-voltage (V) curves of DSCs using GO-MPN gel 
electrolytes with different GO loadings. The gels were prepared by mechanical 
grinding, without ultrasonication. The photovoltaic performances, including short-
circuit current density (Jsc), open-circuit voltage (Voc), fill factor (FF) and PCE, of 
these DSCs are summarized in Table 5.1. The DSC with the lowest GO loading, 2.5 
wt%, had the highest PCE of 5.88%. When the GO loading is increased, FF is almost 
the same, while Jsc saliently decreases and Voc also decreases. The reduced Jsc with 








Fig. 5.9.  J- V curves of (a) DSCs with different GO loadings (without ultrasonication) 
and (b) DSCs with 2.5 wt% GO-MPN gels, where the GO sheets were ultrasonicated 
from 0 to 20 min. The J-V curve of the control device with the MPN electrolyte was 




Table 5.1. Photovoltaic performances of DSCs with GO-MPN gel electrolytes of 
different GO loadings.  
 
GO loading (wt%) PCE (%) Voc (V) Jsc (mA cm-2) FF 
2.5  5.88 0.74 10.55 0.76 
3  5.63 0.76 9.95 0.75 
4  4.85 0.71 9.15 0.74 
6 3.91 0.66 7.57 0.78 
 
Table 5.2. Photovoltaic performances of DSCs with 2.5 wt% GO-MPN gel 
electrolytes. The GO sheets were ultrasonicated from 0 to 20 min. 
 
Ultrasonication time (mins) PCE (%) Voc (V) Jsc (mA cm-2) FF 
Liquid cella 7.18 0.74 12.90 0.75 
0 5.88 0.74 10.55 0.76 
1 6.37 0.78 10.95 0.75 
10 6.70 0.78 11.28 0.76 
20 6.59 0.75 11.96 0.74 
a liquid DSCs without GO in the electrolyte. 
 
As mentioned, ultrasonication can fragment the GO sheets into small pieces and 
increase the ion diffusion in the GO-MPN gels. Fig. 5.9(b) shows the J-V curves of 
DSCs using 2.5 wt% GO-MPN gels with the GO sheets ultrasonicated from 0 to 20 
min. The photovoltaic performances of these devices are listed in Table 5.2. The 
photovoltaic performance of a control DSC using MPN liquid electrolyte is also 
presented in Fig. 5.9(b) and Table 5.2. The Jsc, Voc and PCE of DSCs generally 
increase with the increasing ultrasonication time of GO. But there is no significant 
change when the ultrasonication time is longer than 10 min. The PCE of the DSC with 
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GO ultrasonicated for 10 min was 6.70% under AM1.5G illumination, quite close to 




Fig. 5.10. Nyquist plots of 2.5 wt% GO-MPN gel electrolytes. The gels were prepared 
by mechanical grinding and ultrasonicated between 0 to 20 mins. 
 
The efficiency improvement of DSCs by the ultrasonication of the gels is attributed 
to the small GO sheets, because small GO sheets can facilitate the ion transport in the 
gels. The size of GO affects the structure and properties of GO gels.146,147 A longer 
ultrasonication time fragments GO sheets into smaller pieces. More edges are created, 
but the amount of carboxylic and hydroxyl groups hardly change during the 
ultrasonication. Because of the strong interaction among the fresh edges, the solid 
networks in the gels are formed by small GO sheets. Thus, there are more channels for 
the fluid phase, which facilitate the ion transport. This is also postulated to reduce the 
charge recombination between I3- and the electrons on TiO2. This is studied by the EIS 
on the DSCs with 2.5 wt% GO-MPN gels with and without ultrasonication. The 
Nyquist plots are presented in Fig. 5.10. Two semicircles are observed in the Nyquist 
plots. The semicircle at the high frequency region corresponds to the charge transfer on 
the counter electrode, and the one at the low frequency range is related to the charge 
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transfer at the TiO2 /electrolyte interface, TiO2/dye interface and the electron transport 
through the mesoporous TiO2 photoanode. The interfacial resistance (Ri) across the 
TiO2/electrolyte and the TiO2/dye interfaces can be calculated by fitting the Nyquist 
plots with the equivalent circuit presented in the inset of Fig. 5.10.50 R1 represents the 
series resistance, which comprised of the sheet resistance of the transparent conducting 
oxide and the contact resistance of the cell. R2 and CPE1 are the charge transfer 
resistance and the double-layer capacitance at the counter electrode. DX1 represents 
the electrochemical processes that took place in the mesoporous TiO2 film and the 
TiO2/electrolyte interface. They include the charge-transfer resistance of the 
recombination process between electrons in the mesoscopic TiO2 film and the I3- in the 
electrolyte, the chemical capacitance of the TiO2 film and the transport resistance of 
the electrons in the TiO2 film. The Ri values were 63.5 Ω and 73.6 Ω for the DSCs 
with the GO-MPN electrolytes without ultrasonication and ultrasonication for 10 min, 
respectively. These values are comparable to those reported in literatures.78,83 The 
increase in the Ri value after the GO sheets are ultrasonicated for 10 minutes suggests a 
reduction in the charge recombination, leading to the increase in Voc and JSC.  
The ageing stability of the DSCs with the GO-MPN gels and the liquid electrolyte 
were studied over a period of 31 days. The cells were kept in the dark, at room 
temperature, when not tested. As shown in Fig. 5.11, the DSC with the gel electrolyte 
is more stable than that with the liquid electrolyte. The PCE of DSC with the GO-MPN 
gel electrolyte dropped by only 11% after 31 days, while the PCE of the cell with the 
liquid electrolyte dropped by 19%. The former cell has a better photovoltaic stability 
than the latter because the gel electrolyte is less volatile than the liquid electrolyte and 
the immobile gel electrolyte does not have the problem of leakage that can happen for 






Fig. 5.11. Ageing tests of DSCs with GO-MPN gel electrolyte over a period of 31 days. 




5.3. Conclusion  
GO can be used a gelator to form organogels with MPN. The GO-MPN gels are 
prepared by mechanically grinding and ultrasonicating the GO in MPN. GO sheets 
form 3-dimensional solid networks in the gels, which hold the MPN solvent due to the 
hydrogen bonds and the polar-polar interactions between GO and MPN. The loading 
of GO can be as low as 2.5 wt% for the gel formation. GO-MPN gels could be used as 
the electrolytes for quasi-solid state DSCs. GO sheets can be fragmented into small 
pieces by ultrasonication. The smaller GO sheets can lead to a higher ionic diffusion 
for the ions in gel and a higher photovoltaic efficiency can be achieved. DSC using the 
GO-MPN gel electrolyte exhibited a photovoltaic efficiency of 6.70%, under AM 1.5G 





Chapter 6: Carbon Nanotubes as Extended Electron 
Transfer Materials in Organogels of Graphene Oxide for 
Highly Efficient  Quasi-solid State Dye-sensitized Solar Cells 
 
6.1. Introduction 
Quasi-solid state (gel) dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) have a good balance between 
good photovoltaic stability and high power conversion efficiency. In recent years, 
carbonaceous materials have many applications in the photoanode, electrolytes and the 
counter electrodes of DSCs. In the previous chapter, it was demonstrated that graphene 
oxide (GO) could gel 3-methoxyproponitrile (MPN) and was used as a gel electrolyte 
for quasi-solid state DSCs. DSC using this gel electrolyte yielded a power conversion 
efficiency (PCE) of 6.7%, under AM1.5 illumination. To further enhance the 
performance of DSCs using GO-MPN gel electrolytes, the use of extended electron 
transfer materials (EETMs) in the gel electrolytes is proposed.  
The use of EETMs in the electrolyte of DSCs was reported.83, 116-119,157,158 These 
materials serve to reduce the ionic diffusion length of the redox species within the 
electrolyte. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are an example of such materials. CNTs are 
allotropes of carbon, having a cylindrical conformation. They have superior 
mechanical strength and can be conducting or semiconducting depending on their 
chirality. In addition, CNTs have superior electro-catalytic properties. Hence, they can 
also catalyze the electrochemical reduction of I3- within the electrolyte.  Although 
application of CNTs as EETMs in the electrolyte of DSCs was reported before83, 116-
119,158, power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of below 7% were achieved for these 
devices. In this work, we demonstrated that the incorporation of multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNTs) as EETMs in the GO-MPN gel could further enhance the 
photovoltaic performance of the device, acquiring PCE of over 7%. The optimum DSC 
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performance was achieved with 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel 
electrolyte, where the MWCNTs were ultrasonicated for 20 mins. A PCE of 7.12% 
was obtained for this device, under AM1.5G illumination. This value is significantly 
higher than that obtained for DSC with the GO-MPN gel electrolyte (6.54%). This 
device also exhibits good photovoltaic stability. 
 
6.2. Results and discussion 
6.2.1. Formation and characterization of GO-CNT/MPN gels 
GO was synthesized by oxidizing graphite and subsequently exfoliating the graphite 
oxide. The GO was collected by freeze-dried. The chemical structure of GO was 
confirmed by FT-IR and XPS, as reported in section 5 of this thesis.159 In our previous 
work, GO-MPN gels were used as the electrolytes for DSCs.159 The GO was dispersed 
into MPN by mechanical grinding. The mixture was immobilized when the loading of 
GO was larger than 2.5 wt%. Optimal DSC performance was achieved when the GO 
was ultrasonicated for 10 mins. In this work, using GO-MPN gels with the optimum 
conditions, different amount of MWCNTs were blended into the gels. The 
incorporation of MWCNTs has negligible effect on the gelation of MPN, they serve 
purely as an additive. 
The rheological properties of the GO-MWCNTs/MPN and GO-MPN mixtures were 
investigated by the dynamic mechanical analyses. The mechanical behaviour of a 
material can be derived from the frequency dependences of the storage (G’) and loss 
(G”) moduli.122,123 The G’ and G” represent the elastic and viscous components of the 
material, respectively. G’ is zero for an ideal viscous fluid. Similarly, G” is zero for an 
ideal elastic solid. Fig. 6.1 shows the frequency dependences of G’ and G” of a 2.5 wt% 
GO-MPN and 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN mixtures at applied strain of 
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1%. G’ is always greater than G” in the whole frequency range for both mixtures. 
These results suggest that the mixtures of 2.5 wt% GO-MPN and 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-
2.5 wt% GO/MPN are gels. On a closer note, with everything else kept constant, the 
gel incorporated with MWCNTs has larger G’ and G”, compared to GO-MPN gel. 
This implies that the incorporation of MWCNTs into the gel induces a higher 
mechanical strength in the gel. 
 
 
Fig. 6.1. Variation of the storage (G’) and loss (G”) moduli of a 2.5 wt% GO-MPN 
and 0.25wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN mixtures with angular frequency, at 
applied strain of 1%. 
 
Gel comprises of a fluid immobilized within a three-dimensional solid network. The 
surface morphologies of the 2.5 wt% GO-MPN and 0.25 wt% MWCNTs- 2.5 wt% 
GO/MPN xerogels were studied by the SEM (Fig. 6.2). The MWCNTs were 
ultrasonicated from 0 to 60 mins. The xerogels were formed by freeze-drying the gels. 
A three-dimensional, porous network is observed for all the xerogels. In the 2.5 wt% 
GO-MPN xerogels, the GO sheets are bound to each other by van der Waals force and 
π-π interactions among the hydrophobic domains, forming the three-dimensional 
network. The solid network is able to hold the polar MPN solvent because the 
hydrophilic domains of GO form hydrogen bonds and polar-polar interactions with the 
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polar MPN molecules.141, 146,148 Bundles of MWCNTs are found in the gel when the 
MWCNTs are not ultrasonicated, whereas the MWCNTs are more uniformly 
distributed when they are ultrasonicated for more than 20 mins. In addition, pore size 
of the gels decreases with increasing ultrasonication time. It was previously reported 
that the bundle length and the bundle size of CNTs decreases with increasing 
ultrasonication time.127 Hence, when the MWCNTs are not ultrasonicated, they may 
agglomerate and block up some of the pores in the gels, leaving other pores unblocked. 
When the MWCNTs are ultrasonicated, they de-bundle and are dispersed throughout 
the gel network. The degree of dispersion increases with increasing ultrasonication 
time. This leads to the formation of smaller pores with increasing ultrasonication time. 
Transmission electron microscope (TEM) was used to study the interaction between 
GO and MWCNT in the gel, as illustrated in Fig. 6.3. A core shell structure is 
observed from the TEM image. GO has a higher molecular mass than MWCNT. 
Hence, the darker shade coating is believed to be GO and the lighter shade, tubular 
structure is thought to be MWCNT. This implies that GO forms a coating around the 
MWCNT during the gel formation. This occurs due to the formation of π-π interactions 






Fig. 6.2. SEM images of (a) 2.5 wt% GO-MPN xerogel and 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-
2.5 wt% GO/MPN xerogels. The MWCNTs were ultrasonicated for (b) 0 min, (c) 
20 mins and (d) 60 mins. 
 
 







6.2.2. Ionic conductivity and I3- diffusion coefficient of GO-CNT/MPN gels 
The MWCNTs-GO/MPN gel electrolytes were prepared by blending guanidinium 
thiocynate, 4-tert-butylpyridine, PMII and I2 into the gels. The dependence of the room 
temperature ionic conductivities of 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel 
electrolytes on the ultrasonication time of the MWCNTs is plotted in Fig. 6.4 (a). A 
general drop in the room temperature ionic conductivities with increasing 
ultrasonication time of the MWCNTs is observed. The ionic conductivity of the 0.25 
wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel prepared by mechanical grinding was 10.3 ms 
cm-1. This value decreased to 10.02, 9.89 and 9.68 mS cm-1 when the MWCNTs were 
ultrasonicated for 10, 20 and 60 mins, respectively. Similarly, by fixing the 
ultrasonication time of MWCNTs at 20 mins, the dependence of the room temperature 
ionic conductivities of MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes on the loading of 
MWCNTs was illustrated in Fig. 6.4(b). A decrease in the room temperature ionic 
conductivity from 11.21 to 9.58 mS cm-1 was observed when 0.125 wt% MWCNTs 
were incorporated into the gel electrolytes. However, this value increased to 9.89 and 









Fig. 6.4. Dependence of room temperature ionic conductivity (a) 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-
2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel elevtrolytes on the ultrasonication time of the MWCNTs and (b) 
MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes on the amount of MWCNTs 






Fig. 6.5.  Temperature dependence of ionic conductivities (a) 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 
wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes, where the MWCNTs were ultrasonicated from 0 to 60 
mins and (b) MWCNTs- 2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes, where different amount of 
MWCNTs (ultrasonicated for 20 mins) were incorporated. 0.2 M I2, 0.6 M PMII, 0.1 
M guanidinium thiocynate and 0.5 M 4-tertbutylpyridine were added into the gels to 
form the gel electrolytes. 
 
The ionic conductivities of the gel electrolytes were investigated from 25 oC to 70 oC, 
as illustrated in Fig. 6.5. The temperature dependences of the ionic conductivities are 
fitted to the Vogel-Tammann-Fulcher (VTF) model,88,153 
 
σ(T) = σo(T) T-1/2 exp [-Ea/R(T-To)] 
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Fig. 6.6(a) shows the dependence of the activation energy for ionic diffusion of the 
0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes, on the ultrasonication time of 
MWCNTs. A general  rise in the Ea values with increasing ultrasonication time of 
MWCNTs is observed. The Ea value of the 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN 
gel was 3.34 KJ mol-1 when the MWCNTs were not ultrasonicated. This value 
increased to 3.38, 3.38 and 3.42 KJ mol-1, when the MWCNTs were ultrasonicated for 
10, 20 and 60 mins, respectively.  As mentioned previously, the ultrasonication of the 
MWCNTs causes them to de-bundle and disperse more uniformly throughout the 
three-dimensional solid network. This leads to the formation of smaller pores with 
increasing ultrasonication time. These smaller pores will impede the diffusion of the 
redox species within the gel electrolytes, leading to lower ionic conductivity and 
higher activation energy for ionic diffusion. Fig. 6.6(b) depicts the dependence of the 
activation energy for ionic diffusion of the MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel 
electrolytes, on the loading of the MWCNTs. The MWCNTs were ultrasonicated for 
20 mins. An increase in the Ea value from 3.33 to 3.42 KJ mol-1 was observed when 
0.125 wt% MWCNTs were incorporated into the gel electrolyte. The Ea value dropped 
to 3.38 and 3.35 KJ mol-1 when the loading of MWCNTs was increased to 0.25 and 0.5 
wt%, respectively. Two opposing effects occur when MWCNTs are incorporated into 
the gels. Firstly, the MWCNTs (ultrasonicated for 20 mins) form cross-linked 
networks within the gel, which may obstruct the diffusion of the ionic species. This 
explains the initial decrease in the room temperature ionic conductivity and the 
increase in activation energy for ionic diffusion. Secondly, the MWCNTs form 
electronic conductive pathways between the ionic species and the electrodes. The 
number of these pathways increases when the loading of MWCNTs increases and this 
further reduces the ionic diffusion length of the ionic species in the gel. This accounts 
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for the increase in the room temperature ionic conductivity and the decrease in the 







Fig. 6.6. Dependence of activation energy for ionic diffusion of (a) 0.25 wt% 
MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes on the ultrasonication  time of the 
MWCNTs and (b) MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes on the loading of 
MWCNTs (ultrasonicated for 20 mins). 
 
In a DSC, the concentration of the I- ions is significantly higher than that of the I3- in 
the electrolyte. Hence, the I3- ions are the charge limiting species in the electrolyte of 
DSC and the diffusion of these ions affects the JSC of the device. The apparent 
diffusion coefficients (Dapp) of I3- at 25 oC was investigated by the steady-state cyclic 
voltammetry, with a platinum microelectrode as the working electrode. The results 
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were plotted in Fig. 6.7. The cathodic current  correlates to the reduction of I3- ions. 
The Dappl values of I3- can be determined from the equation,109,110 
 
Iss = 4nrCFDapp, 
Fig. 6.8(a) shows the dependence of the I3- diffusion coefficient of the 0.25 wt% 
MWCNTs-2.5 wt%GO/MPN gel electrolytes, on the ultrasonication time of MWCNTs. 
The I3- diffusion coefficient of 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO prepared by 
mechanical grinding was 4.06 x 10-6 cm2 s-1. This value was decreased to  3.92 x 10-6, 
3.99 x 10-6 and 3.49 x 10-6 cm2 s-1, when the MWCNTs were ultrasonicated for 10, 20 
and 60 mins, respectively. Fig. 6.8(b) illustrates the dependence of the I3- diffusion 
coefficient of the MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes on the loading of 
MWCNTs. The MWCNTs were ultrasonicated for 20 mins. The I3- diffusion 
coefficient decreased from 4.09 x 10-6 to 3.85 x 10-6 cm2 s-1 when 0.125 wt% 
MWCNTs were incorporated. On the other hand, the I3- diffusion coefficient increased 
to 3.99 x 10-6 and 4.04 x 10-6 cm2 s-1 when 0.25 and 0.5 wt% MWCNTs were added 
into the gel electrolytes, respectively. These values are similar to those reported in 
literature.71 These results are consistent with the temperature dependence of ionic 









Fig. 6.7. Steady state cyclic voltammetry of (a) 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% 
GO/MPN gel electrolytes, where the MWCNTs were ultrasonicated from 0 to 60 mins 
and (b) MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes, where different amount of 
MWCNTs (ultrasonicated for 20 mins) were incorporated. 0.2 M I2, 0.6 M PMII, 0.1 
M guanidinium thiocynate and 0.5 M 4-tertbutylpyridine were added into the gels to 








Fig. 6.8. Dependence of the I3- diffusion coefficient of the (a) 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 
wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes on the ultrasonication time of the MWCNTs and (b) 
MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes on the loading of MWCNTs 
(ultrasonicated for 20 mins). 
 
6.2.3. Photovoltaic performance of DSCs with GO-CNT/MPN gels 
This work reports the use of MWCNTs-GO/MPN gel electrolytes for application in 
DSCs. Ultrasonication of MWCNTs can reduce the bundle size as well as the bundle 
length. The effect of ultrasonication time of MWCNTs on the performance of DSCs 
was investigated. The current density (J)-Voltage (V) curves of the DSCs using 0.25 
wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes, are plotted in Fig. 6.9. The 
MWCNTs were ultrasonicated from 0 to 60 mins. The photovoltaic performance, 
which include the open-circuit voltage (VOC), short-circuit current (JSC), fill factor (FF) 
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and PCE,  of these devices are summarized in Table 6.1. An increase in the JSC, VOC 
and PCE is observed for the DSCs when the ultrasonication time is increased from 0 to 
20 mins. However, a significant drop in the performance is detected when the 
MWCNTs are ultrasonicated for more than 20 mins. As discussed previously, 
increasing the ultrasonication time will reduce the bundle length and the bundle size of 
the MWCNTs. This improves the dispersion of the MWCNTs throughout the solid 
network, thus increasing the active surface area of the MWCNTs. This leads to 
enhanced catalysis of the electrochemical reduction of the I3- in the electrolyte and 
further reduces the ionic diffusion length of the redox species. This decreases the 
possibility of electron-hole pair recombination within the electrolyte, improving both 
the JSC and VOC of the devices. However, with increasing ultrasonication time, the pore 
size of the solid network decreases, leading to slower diffusion of the redox species. 
Hence, a balance has to be struck between this two opposing effects. VOC of 0.79 V, 
JSC of 11.97 mA cm-2, FF of 0.75 and PCE of 7.12 % were achieved , under AM1.5G 




Fig. 6.9. J-V curves of DSCs using 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel 




Table 6.1. Photovoltaic performance of DSCs using 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% 
GO/MPN gel electrolytes. The MWCNTs were ultrasonicated from 0 to 60 mins. 
 
Ultrasonication time (min) PCE (%) Voc (V) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF 
0 6.52 0.77 11.42 0.74 
10 6.79 0.77 11.77 0.75 
20 7.12 0.79 11.97 0.75 
25 6.60 0.79 11.28 0.74 
60 6.42 0.76 10.97 0.77 
 
In addition, the effect of the loading of MWCNTs on the DSC performance was also 
studied. The MWCNTs were ultrasonicated for 20 mins in this study. The J-V curves 
of these DSCs were plotted in Fig. 6.10 and the photovoltaic performance of the DSCs 
are listed in Table 6.2. The incorporation of MWCNTs into the gels improves the PCE 
of the devices. This is caused by the increase in both the VOC and JSC. The JSC peaks 
when 0.25 wt% MWCNTs is added into the gels and decreases when more MWCNTs 
are incorporated. The MWCNTs in the gel electrolyte serve to reduce the ionic 
diffusion length of the redox species and enhance the electrochemical reduction of the 
I3- in the electrolytes. This improves the JSc of the DSCs. However, the MWCNTs are 
black and will compete with the dye molecules for photon adsorption. Thus, a drop in 
the JSC is detected when more MWCNTs are incorporated. Optimal DSC performance 
was achieved when 0.25 wt% MWCNTs were incorporated into the GO-MPN gel 
electrolyte. This device had a VOC of 0.79 V, JSC of 11.97 mA cm-2, FF of 0.75 and 







Fig. 6.10. J-V curves of DSCs using MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes. 
The MWCNTs loading was varied from 0 to 0.5 wt% and they were ultrasonicated for 
20 mins. 
 
Table 6.2. Photovoltaic performances of DSCs using MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN 
gel electrolytes. The MWCNTs loading was varied from 0 to 0.5 wt% and they were 
ultrasonicated for 20 mins. 
 
Amount of MWCNTs (wt%)  PCE (%)  VOC (V)  JSC (mA/cm2)  FF  
0  6.54  0.76  11.45  0.75  
0.125  6.80 0.79  11.64  0.74  
0.25  7.12  0.79  11.97  0.75  
0.5  6.79  0.78  11.83  0.73  
 
 
The ultrasonication of the MWCNTs improves the catalysis of the electrochemical 
reduction of I3- and further reduces the ionic diffusion length of the redox species in 
the electrolyte. This might also reduce the charge recombination between the I3- and 
the electrons in the TiO2 photoanode, which improves the VOC of the DSCs. This is 
investigated by the EIS on DSCs using 2.5 wt% GO-MPN and 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-
2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes, where the MWCNTs are ultrasonicated for 0 and 
20 mins. The Nyquist plots are shown in Fig. 6.10. The Nyquist plot of a typical DSC 
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shows two semicircles. The semicircle at the higher frequency region accounts for the 
charge transfer at the counter electrode, while the one at the low frequency region 
corresponds to the charge transfer at the TiO2/electrolyte interface, TiO2/dye interface 
and the electron transport through the mesoporous TiO2 anode. The interfacial charge 
recombination resistance (Ri) across the TiO2/electrolyte and the TiO2/dye interfaces 
can be determined by fitting the Nyquist plots with the equivalent circuit displayed in 
the insets of Fig. 6.9.50 R1 represents the series resistance, which comprised of the 
sheet resistance of the transparent conducting oxide and the contact resistance of the 
cell. R2 and CPE1 are the charge transfer resistance and the double-layer capacitance at 
the counter electrode. DX1 represents the electrochemical processes that took place in 
the mesoporous TiO2 film and the TiO2/electrolyte interface. They include the charge-
transfer resistance of the recombination process between electrons in the mesoscopic 
TiO2 film and the I3- in the electrolyte, the chemical capacitance of the TiO2 film and 
the transport resistance of the electrons in the TiO2 film. The Ri values were calculated 
to be 63.9 and 64.2 Ω when 0 and 0.25 wt% MWCNTs were added into the gel 
electrolytes, respectively. This value increased to 65.3 Ω when the MWCNTs were 
ultrasonicated for 20 mins.  These values are consistent with those reported in 
literatures.83, 159 These results implied that the incorporation of 0.25 wt% MWCNTs 
had no significant effect on the charge recombination processes. However, the 
ultrasonication of the MWCNTs for 20 mins reduced the interfacial charge 





Fig. 6.11. Nyquist plots of DSCs using 2.5 wt% GO/MPN and  0.25 wt% MWCNTs-
2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel electrolytes. The MWCNTs were ultrasonicated for 0 and 20 
mins. 
 
The ageing stability of the DSCs with the 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN 
gel and MPN liquid electrolytes were investigated for a duration of 30 days (Fig. 6.11). 
The cells were kept in the dark, at room temperature, when not tested. The DSC with 
the gel electrolyte is clearly more stable than that with the liquid electrolyte. The PCE 
of the DSC using the MWCNTs-GO/MPN gel electrolyte decreased by only 16% after 
30 days, while that using the liquid electrolyte decreased by 21.5%. This is because the 
gel electrolyte is less volatile than the liquid electrolyte. Furthermore, the immobile gel 










Fig. 6.12. Ageing test of DSCs using 0.25 wt% MWCNTs-2.5 wt% GO/MPN gel and 
MPN liquid electrolytes, over a period of 30 days. The MWCNTs were ultrasonicated 
for 20 mins. The cells were kept in the dark, at room temperture, when not tested. 
6.3. Conclusion  
It was demonstrated that the incorporation of MWCNTs as EETMs into the GO-
MPN gel electrolytes enhanced the performance of the quasi-solid state DSCs. The 
incorporation of MWCNTs serves two functions. The first function is to reduce the 
ionic diffusion length of the redox species and the second one is to catalyze the 
electrochemical reduction of the I3-. Ultrasonication of the MWCNTs will increase the 
active surface area, which enhances the functionalities of the MWCNTs. In addition, 
ultrasonication of the MWCNTs also reduces the interfacial charge recombination. 
This improves the photovoltaic performance of the DSCs. Optimum DSC performance 
was achieved when the loading and ultrasonication time of MWCNTs were 0.25 wt% 
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and 20 mins, respectively. This device illustrated a PCE of 7.12%, under AM 1.5G 








Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Works 
 
7.1. Conclusions 
In this thesis, four innovative stable electrolytes were used for dye-sensitized solar 
cells (DSCs). These devices exhibited high photovoltaic stability and decent power 
conversion efficiency (PCE). The optimum photovoltaic performance for each of the 
electrolyte, including the open-circuit voltage (VOC), short-circuit current density (JSC), 
fill factor (FF), PCE and photovoltaic stability, were illustrated in Table 7.1. The key 
results of these studies were summarized below: 
(1) In the first study, acid-functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes (oMWCNTs) 
were used to reduce the viscosity of 1-methyl-3-propylimidazolium iodide (PMII). The 
viscosity of PMII decreased from 1380 to 400 cP when 0.1 wt% oMWCNTs was 
incorporated into PMII. It is postulated that oMWCNTs reduce the viscosity of PMII 
through the formation of hydrogen bonds between the carboxylic groups of 
oMWCNTs and the PMI+ cations of PMII. This leads to an increase in size of the PMI+ 
cations, causing a larger size disparity between the cations and anions of PMII. This 
increase in size disparity gives rise to the decrease in viscosity. Furthermore, 
oMWCNTs also induce disordered structure within PMII, which led to a decrease in 
the melting point from -71.5 to -76.5 oC. PMII blended with oMWCNTs was used as 
the electrolyte of DSCs. The incorporation of a small amount of oMWCNTs improved 
the JSC and the PCE of the DSCs. Optimum DSC performance was achieved when 0.1 
wt% of oMWCNTs was blended into PMII. VOC of 0.66 V, JSC of 9.09 mA cm-2, FF of 
0.73 and PCE of 4.39% were observed, under AM1.5G illumination. Despite an 
improvement in the photovoltaic performance of DSCs, the ageing stability of DSCs 
was not affected by the presence of oMWCNTs. 
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(2) In the second study, ethyl cellulose (EC) and oMWCNTs were used as a cogelator 
to gel an organic cosolvent of acetonitrile (ACN) and 3-methoxyproponitrile (MPN). 
The incorporation of oMWCNTs can lower the loading of EC required to gel the 
cosolvent.  In the absence of oMWCNTs, the loading of EC has to be higher than 12 
wt% for gel formation. The loading of EC reduces drastically to 4 wt%, when 1.5 wt% 
oMWCNTs are dispersed into the cosolvent. The formation of hydrogen bonds 
between the hydroxyl groups of EC builds up the three-dimensional solid network in 
the gel. The oMWCNTs assist in the gel formation by forming bridges across the EC 
polymeric chains. Ultrasonication of the oMWCNTs improves their dispersion within 
the gels and further reduces the loading of EC required to gel the cosolvent. However, 
the pore size of the gel decreases with increasing ultrasonication time of oMWCNTs. 
This might limit the ionic diffusion of the redox species in the gel electrolyte. The 
organogels of EC and oMWCNTs as cogelator were used for the electrolyte of quasi-
solid state DSCs. Optimal photovoltaic performance was achieved when the 
oMWCNTs were ultrasonicated for 20 mins. This device had a VOC of 0.76 V, JSC of 
12.12 mAcm-2, FF of 0.75 and PCE of 6.97%, under AM1.5G illumination. The quasi-
solid state DSCs also displayed better photovoltaic stability than the liquid DSCs. 
(3) Two dimensional, amphiphilic graphene oxide (GO) was used as a gelator to form 
organogels with MPN in the third study. The GO-MPN gels were prepared by 
mechanically grinding and ultrasonicating the GO in MPN. The three-dimensional 
solid network in the gel is formed by the establishment of Vander Waals’ force and π-π 
interactions between the hydrophobic domains of the GO sheets. The MPN solvent is 
immobilized by the hydrogen bonds and polar-polar interactions between the 
hydrophilic domains of the GO sheets and polar MPN molecules. Gel formation 
occurred when the loading of GO was greater than 2.5 wt%. The GO-MPN gels were 
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used as the electrolytes for quasi-solid state DSCs. The fragmentation of GO into 
smaller sheets by ultrasonication can lead to a higher ionic diffusion of the ions in the 
gel by providing more channels for ion transport, which increases the PCE.  
Ultrasonication of the GO sheets for 10 mins yielded the optimum result. The best 
performing device had a VOC of 0.78 V, JSC of 11.28 mAcm-2, FF of 0.76 and PCE of 
6.70%, under AM1.5G illumination. The efficiency was relatively close to that of the 
control liquid DSCs (7.18%). These quasi-solid sate DSCs also had better photovoltaic 
stability than the liquid DSCs 
 (4) In the last study, multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were incorporated 
into the GO-MPN gels as extended electron transfer materials (EETMs) to enhance the 
device performance. The addition of MWCNTs serves to reduce the ionic diffusion 
length of the redox species and to catalyze the electrochemical reduction of the I3- in 
the electrolyte. Ultrasonication of the MWCNTs improves their dispersion within the 
gel and increases their active surface area, which enhanced the functionalities of the 
MWCNTs. In addition, ultrasonication also reduces the interfacial charge 
recombination. This improves the photovoltaic performance of the DSCs.  However, 
the pore size of the corresponding gels decreases with prolong ultrasonication time, 
impeding the diffusion of the redox species. Optimum DSC performance was achieved 
when the loading and ultrasonication time of MWCNTs were 0.25 wt% and 20 mins, 
respectively. VOC of 0.79 V, JSC of 11.97 mAcm-2, FF of 0.75 and PCE of 7.12% were 
achieved, under AM1.5G illumination. When the ultrasonication of the MWCNTs was 
kept at 20 mins, the photovoltaic performance of the DSCs deteriorates when the 
loading of MWCNTs exceeds 0.25 wt% because the black MWCNTs compete with 
the dye molecules for light adsorption. These devices also displayed improved 
photovoltaic stability over the liquid device.  
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Table 7.1. The optimum photovoltaic performance of DSCs for each of the electrolyte 
solvent. 
 
Electrolyte Solvent PCE (%) Voc (V) Jsc (mAcm-2) FF Photovoltaic 
Stability 
oMWCNTs-PMII 4.39 0.66 9.09 0.73 √ 
oMWCNTs-EC/ACN-MPN 6.97 0.76 12.12 0.75 √ 
GO-MPN 6.70 0.78 11.28 0.76 √ 
GO-MWCNTs/MPN 7.12 0.79 11.97 0.75 √ 
 
7.2. Future Works 
7.2.1. Highly Stable DSCs using Poly(ionic liquid)s Electrolytes 
Non-volatile poly(ionic liquid)s are suitable candidates to replace the high volatile 
organic solvents as the electrolyte of highly stable DSCs.  The first vinyl ionic liquid 
monomer and polymer was reported in 1973 by Salamone et al. They synthesized the 
poly(ionic liquid) through the homopolymerization of a homologous series of vinyl 
imidazolium salts in water using the free radical initiator, 4,4’azobis(4-cyanovaleric 
acid), ACVA.160 Poly(ionic liquid)s have the advantage of enhanced stability, 
improved processability, flexible and yet durable. Poly(ionic liquid)s can be 
synthesized either by using a polymerizable cation or anion, leading to a 
macromolecular polyelectrolyte, which possesses repeated charged (cationic or anionic) 
units. Applications of poly(ionic liquid)s, include batteries and fuel cells. Quasi-solid 
state and solid state electrolytes which employ poly(ionic liquid)s have attracted the 
attention of the academia because they  negate the disadvantages of liquid electrolyte, 
such as leakage, flammability, toxicity and instability.161 Furthermore, the fabrication 
of optically transparent and ion conductive thin film from the poly(ionic liquid)s, 
renders them applicable for use as electrolytes in DSCs. In 2003, Suzuki et al had 
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demonstrated the use of a poly(ionic liquid) electrolyte for quasi-solid state DSC. The 
poly(ionic liquid) electrolyte was prepared by the co-polymerization of alkyl-bis 
(imidazole)s and diiodoalkyls. The schematic diagram of alkylimidazolium 
polymerization was shown in Fig. 7.1. The highest energy conversion efficiency 
obtained was 1.7%.162  
 
 
Fig. 7.1. Schematic diagram of alkylimidazolium polymerization (Diagram is adapted 
from reference 162). 
 
Table 7.2. Solubility of Poly(ViEtIm+X-) and poly(ViBuIm+ X-) polycations in 
different solvent. + and - indicates soluble and insoluble respectively (Table is adapted 






A common reaction used in the synthesis of ionic liquid involves the anion exchange 
of an ionic liquid with a salt. This usually leads to a phase separation due to the 
hydrophobicity of the newly synthesized ionic liquid. In 2004, Marcilla et al tuned the 
solubility of poly(ionic liquid) in different solvent by the anion-exchange reaction. In 
their work, different poly(ionic liquid)s were formed by mixing poly(1-vinyl-3-butyl-
imidazolium chloride) (poly(ViBuIm+Cl-)) or poly(1-vinyl-3-ethyl-imidazolium 
bromide) (poly(ViEtIm+Br-)) with salts containing large hydrophobic anions such as 
LiClO4, NaBF4, NaPF6, (CF3SO2)2 NLi and (CF3CF2SO2)2 NLi. The solubility of the 
poly(ionic liquid)s with different anions in different solvent is shown in Table 7.1.163 
Hence, these  poly(ionic liquid)s and their solutions are possible electrolytes for highly 
stable DSCs in the future.  
 
7.2.2. Zwitterionic Liquids for Highly Stable DSCs 
One major disadvantage of room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) as electrolyte is 
their high viscosity. This is due to the mass transfer limit of the ions in the electrolyte. 
Thus, ionic compounds in which the component ions cannot migrate along the 
potential gradient are deemed to be good replacement for RTILs. Zwitterion has a 
structure where both the cation and anion are bound together [58]. Zwitterions are 
expected not to migrate along potential gradient since they contain both a cation and an 
anion. Despite being an insulator, zwitterions display ionic conductivity of 10-5 to 10-7 
Scm-1 at room temperature when alkali metal salts or super strong acids are added. In 
addition, the ionic conductivity can be altered  depending on the structure and 
properties of both the cation and anion in the zwitterions and those of the added 
salts.164-167 Most zwitterions melt above 100oC, denoting an increase in the melting 
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point after the tethering of the cation with the anion. The tethering of the ions causes a 
decrease in the motion of each ion, which increases its melting point.168 
Although most zwitterions are solid at room temperature, there are several reports on 
the synthesis of highly viscous zwitterionic liquids. In 2009, Heldebrant et al 
discovered that when N,N-Dibutylundecanolamine (DBUA) was exposed to SO2, the 
SO2 molecules would chemically bind to the alcohol component as alkylsufite, to form 
a highly viscous yellow zwitterionic liquid.169 The reaction scheme is illustrated in Fig. 
7.2. Similarly, they also found out that the reaction of alkanolamidines, 
alkanolguanidines and diamines with CO2 could also form highly viscous zwitterionic 
liquids.170 The CO2 was bound chemically to the alcohol groups on alkanolamidines 
and alkanolguanidines to form zwitterionic alkylcarbonates, while to the diamines as 
zwitterionic carbamates. Hence, it is proposed that these highly viscous and stable 




Fig. 7.2. Reaction of DBUA with SO2 (Diagram is adapted from reference 169).  
 
7.2.3. High Hole Mobility Organic Hole Conductors as the Hole Transport 
Materials for Solid-State DSCs 
High hole mobility solid materials are desirable as the hole transport materials (HTM) 
in solid-state dye-sensitized solar cells (ssDSCs). Recently, Chung et al synthesized an 
inorganic p-type halide perovskite, CsSnI3, with a remarkable hole mobility of 585 
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cm2V-1s-1.58  ssDSCs using this material as the HTM had a PCE of 10.2%, under 
AM1.5G illumination. Organic hole conductors have also attracted significant 
attentions as the HTM for ssDSCs. Recently, Heo et al fabricated ssDSCs using poly-
3-hexylthiophene (P3HT),  poly-[2,1,3-benzothiadiazole-4,7-diyl[4,4-bis(2-
ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b’]dithiophene-2,6-diyl]](PCPDTBT), poly-[[9-
(1-octylnonyl)-9H-carbazole-2,7-diyl]-2,5-thiophenediyl-2,1,3-benzothiadiazole-4,7-
diyl-2,5-thiophenediyl])( PCDTBT) and poly-triarylamine (PTAA) as the organic hole 
conductors.179 Coupled with an organo-halide perovskite sensitizer  (CH3NH3PbI3), a 
PCE of 12% was achieved with PTTA, under AM1.5G illumination.  
The use of organic materials with high hole mobility in transistors were widely 
reported. In 2012, Fan et al fabricated transistors based on p-type DA polymer of Co-
Benzobisthiadiazole-Quaterthiophene (PBBTQT), with high hole mobility of 2.5 
cm2V-1s-1.172 Furthermore, the application of high mobility diketopyrrolopyrrole 
(DPP)- based organic materials in organic thin film transistors was also reported.173 
DPP-based polymers had achieved record hole mobility of 10.5 cm2 V-1 s-1. Thus, these 
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